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REPRESENTATIONS OF Uqsℓp2|1q AT EVEN ROOTS OF UNITY
A. M. SEMIKHATOV AND I. YU. TIPUNIN
ABSTRACT. We construct all projective modules of the restricted quantum group
Uqsℓp2|1q at an even, 2pth, root of unity. This 64p4-dimensional Hopf algebra is a com-
mon double bosonization, BpX˚q bBpXq bH, of two rank-2 Nichols algebras BpXq
with fermionic generator(s), with H “ Z2pbZ2p. The category of Uqsℓp2|1q-modules is
equivalent to the category of Yetter–Drinfeld BpXq-modules in Cρ “ HHYD, where coac-
tion is defined by a universal R-matrix ρ . As an application of the projective module
construction, we find the associative algebra structure and the dimension, 5p2´ p`4, of
the Uqsℓp2|1q center.
1. INTRODUCTION
We study the representation theory of a particular version of the sℓp2|1q quantum group
at even roots of unity. For an integer p ě 2, our 64p4-dimensional Uqsℓp2|1q at q “ eipi{p
is a double bosonization of any of the rank-2 Nichols algebras defined by the braiding
matrices
(1.1) Qa “
˜
´1 q´1
q´1 q2
¸
and Qs “
˜
´1 ´q
´q ´1
¸
, q“ e
ipi
p .
The interest in these Nichols algebras is motivated by the fact that they centralize ex-
tended chiral algebras (vertex-operator algebras) of logarithmic models of two-dimen-
sional conformal field theory with psℓp2qk symmetry, at the level k“ 1p ´2.1 We recall that
Nichols algebras are graded braided Hopf algebras “universally” associated with a braided
vector space X (see [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] and the (co)references
therein). The “centralizer” relation between vertex-operator algebras and (braided or
nonbraided) Hopf algebras is a key ingredient underlying the Kazhdan–Lusztig corre-
spondence [20, 21] and the quest for nice relations between suitable categories defined in
This paper was written as “Logarithmic psℓp2q CFT models from Nichols algebras. 2.” But because it
has no direct bearing on logarithmic models (which is left for the future) and in the hope that the algebraic
structures discussed here may be interesting in their own right, we do not mention logarithmic CFT in the
title.
1We refer to [1, 2, 3, 4] for the origin of logarithmic conformal field theory (LCFT) and to [5] for the
idea to define LCFT models as centralizers of screening operators. The screenings themselves turn out to
generate a Nichols algebra [6], hence the importance of Nichols algebras in this context.
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terms of Hopf algebras and representation categories of extended symmetry algebras of
the corresponding CFT models.
A “logarithmic” Kazhdan–Lusztig correspondence can be particularly nice (an equiv-
alence of categories) [22, 23] (also see [24] and, among more recent papers, [25]). How-
ever, the case studied in [22, 23] is nearly trivial in the language of Nichols algebras, the
case of rank one [26]; true, the braided world can be quite rich, and already the corre-
sponding nonbraided Hopf algebra is Uqsℓp2q, a not altogether trivial quantum sℓp2q at an
even (2pth) root of unity. It is this Uqsℓp2q that features in the categorial equivalence with
the p1, pq LCFT models [27, 22]; the correspondence between Hopf-algebraic and LCFT
realms, moreover, extends to modular group representations: those on the quantum group
center and on the torus amplitudes of the logarithmic model turn out to coincide.2
The ideas of the logarithmic Kazhdan–Lusztig correspondence need to be extended to
higher-rank Nichols algebras; this would show, among other things, how much of what we
know in the rank-1 case is “accidental,” and which features are indeed generic. Moving
to higher-rank Nichols algebras was initiated in [32] and, with precisely the two Nichols
algebras defined by braiding matrices (1.1), in [33].
First and foremost, with the structural theory of finite-dimensional Nichols algebras
with diagonal braiding completed [15, 18, 19], knowledge about their appropriate repre-
sentation categories (of Yetter–Drinfeld modules) is highly desirable.3 In this paper, we
address the representation theory of the common double bosonization of the two chosen
Nichols algebras, which is the 64p4-dimensional Uqsℓp2|1q. We first show that the cat-
egory of Uqsℓp2|1q modules is equivalent to the category BpXqBpXqYDCρ of Yetter–Drinfeld
BpXq modules in Cρ “ HHYD, where BpXq is the corresponding Nichols algebra and
H “ Z2pbZ2p is the Cartan subalgebra of Uqsℓp2|1q, with its coaction on HHYD defined
by the universal R-matrix ρ P H bH. Our main result is then the construction of pro-
jective Uqsℓp2|1q modules. The ensuing picture is rather involved, and may be a good
illustration of the intricacies occurring at roots of unity.
An essential part of the structure of projective modules can be conveniently expressed
in terms of directed graphs whose vertices are simple subquotients and the edges are
associated with elements of Ext1 groups, weighted with some coefficients (finding which
is a major part of the existence proof for a given projective module). The paper therefore
contains a number of pictures showing graphs of projective modules.
2A feature that remarkably survives in the case where the representation category on the LCFT side is
not that nice [28, 29, 30, 31].
3Once again on the subject of LCFT models, we note that their fusion has a good chance to be described
just by the ring structure of a suitable category of finite-dimensional modules, finding which, difficult
though it may be, is “infinitely” easier than deriving the fusion algebra directly. The examples where the
fusion algebra known or reasonably conjectured in other approaches coincides with the one taken over from
the Hopf-algebra side are quite encouraging (see, e.g., [5, 27, 34, 35] and the references therein).
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As an application of using the data presented in these graphs, we find the associative
algebra structure of the center of Uqsℓp2|1q:
Z“ Zat‘
pp´1qpp´2qà
j“1
Z jt ‘
4pp´1qà
j“1
Z jst
where Zat, Z jt , and Z
j
st are commutative associative unital algebras; all Z
j
st are 1-dimensional,
each Z jt is 5-dimensional (contains 4 nilpotents in addition to the unit), and Zat is 10p´2
dimensional (10p´3 nilpotents in addition to the unit).
In Sec. 2, we define our Hopf algebra UpXq ”Uqsℓp2|1q and discuss some of its simple
properties (including Casimir elements and the universal R-matrix). In Sec. 3, we prove
that the category of its modules is equivalent to BpXq
BpXqYD. In Sec. 4, we classify its simple
modules, describing them quite explicitly. We continue in Sec. 4 with listing the Ext1
spaces for the simple modules. We then construct the projective UpXq modules in Sec. 6.
As an application of our treatment of projective modules, we find the center of UpXq in
Sec. 7. In an attempt to improve the readability of this inevitably technical paper, we
isolate some computational details in the appendices.
We use q-integers and factorials defined as
rns “
qn´q´n
q´q´1 , rns! “ r1s . . . rns,
all of which are assumed specialized to q “ q in (1.1).
All (co)modules in this paper are finite-dimensional.
2. THE HOPF ALGEBRA UpXq
2.1. The notation UpXq for our 64p4-dimensional quantum group Uqsℓp2|1q is a legacy
of the Nichols-algebra setting, where X in BpXq is a two-dimensional braided vector
space—in our case, specifically, the one with diagonal braiding defined by any of the two
braiding matrices in (1.1). The Hopf algebra UpXq was derived from each of these two
Nichols algebras in [33].
2.1.1. The Hopf algebra UpXq ”Uqsℓp2|1q. Our UpXq is the algebra on B, F , k, K, C,
E with the relations listed in (2.1)–(2.3). We first identify an important Hopf subalgebra
in UpXq, the restricted quantum group Uqsℓp2q. It is generated by E, K, and F , with the
relations
(2.1) KF “ q
´2FK, EF ´FE “
K´K´1
q´q´1
, KE “ q2EK,
F p “ 0, E p “ 0, K2p “ 1.
Next, Uqsℓp2q and k generate a larger algebra U
˚
qsℓp2q with further relations
kF “ qFk, kE “ q´1Ek, k2p “ 1, kK “ Kk.(2.2)
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The other relations in UpXq— those involving fermions B and C — are
(2.3)
KB “ qBK, kB “´Bk, KC “ q´1CK, kC “´Ck,
B2 “ 0, BC´CB“ k´ k
´1
q´q´1
, C2 “ 0,
FC´CF “ 0, BE´EB “ 0,
FFB´r2sFBF`BFF “ 0, EEC´r2sECE`CEE “ 0.
The Hopf-algebra structure of UpXq is furnished by the coproduct, antipode, and counit
given by
∆pFq “ F b1`K´1bF, ∆pEq “ EbK`1bE,
∆pBq “ Bb1` k´1bB, ∆pCq “Cbk`1bC,
SpBq “ ´kB, SpFq “ ´KF, SpCq “ ´Ck´1, SpEq “ ´EK´1,
εpBq “ 0, εpFq “ 0, εpCq “ 0, εpEq “ 0,
with k and K group-like.
By the UpXq generators in what follows, we always mean B, F , C, E, k, K.
2.1.2. The second Hopf algebra structure [33]. The Hopf algebra UpXq admits a non-
trivial “twist”—an invertible normalized 2-cocycle (see B.3)
Φ“ 1b1`pq´q´1qBkbCk´1 P UpXqbUpXq
twisting by which gives rise to the second coalgebra structurer∆pxq “ Φ´1∆pxqΦ.
(Two coalgebra structures naturally come from the two underlying Nichols algebras.)
For the UpXq generators chosen above, the coproducts arer∆F “ F b1`K´1bF `pq´q´1qFBkbCk´1`p1´q2qBFkbCk´1,r∆B “ Bb k´2` k´1bB,r∆E “ 1bE`EbK`pq´q´1qBkbECk´1`p1´q2qBkbCEk´1,r∆C “Cb k` k2bC.
We note that the new coproduct has the following skew-primitive elements:r∆pBkq “ 1bBk`Bkbk´1,r∆pFB´qBFq “ pFB´qBFqb1`K´1k´1bpFB´qBFq,r∆pCk´1q “Ck´1b1` kbCk´1,r∆pEC´qCEq “ 1bpEC´qCEq`pEC´qCEqbKk.
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2.2. PBW basis in UpXq. We have a linear-space isomorphism
(2.4) UąbUďÑ UpXq,
where Uą is the subalgebra in UpXq generated by E and C, and Uď is the subalgebra
generated by F , B, K, and k. A PBW basis in Uď (which we refer to as the PBW basis in
Uď) can be chosen as FnKik j, FnBFKik j, FnBFKik j, FnBFBKik j, where 0 ď n ď p´1
and 0ď i, jď 2p´1; the PBW basis in Uą can be chosen similarly, as En, En`1C, EnCE,
EnCEC, where 0 ď n ď p´ 1. The PBW basis in UpXq is then given by the product of
these two PBW bases.
2.3. Casimir elements. There are two elements of a particular form in the center of
UpXq, which we call Casimir elements:
C1 “ EFKk2`CBK2k3´qpEC´qCEqpFB´q´1BFqKk3
`
q
pq´ q´1q2
k2` q
´1
pq´ q´1q2
K2k2´ q
´1
pq´ q´1q2
K2k4,
C2 “ EFK´1k´2`CBK´2k´3´q´1pEC´q´1CEqpFB´qBFqK´1k´3
`
q´1
pq´ q´1q2
k´2` q
pq´ q´1q2
K´2k´2´ q
pq´ q´1q2
K´2k´4.
That they are central is verified directly.
2.3.1. Proposition. Each of the Casimir elements satisfies a minimal polynomial relation
of degree p2´2p`4:´
C1´
q
pq´ q´1q2
3¯ p´1ź
s“1
s´1ź
r“1
´
C1´
q1´4rpq2r ´ q2s` q2r`2sq
pq´ q´1q2
2¯ p´1ź
r“1
´
C1´
q1´4rp2q2r ´1q
pq´ q´1q2
¯
“ 0,
and the minimal relation for C2 is obtained from here by replacing qÑ q´1.
This is an immediate corollary of our construction of projective UpXq-modules in
Sec. 6. We simply take the product of pCi´λ q factors over all different eigenvalues λ of
a given Ci on the (linkage classes of) projective modules, with each factor raised to the
power given by the corresponding Jordan cell size (three for the atypical linkage class,
two for each of the typical linkage classes, and one for each Steinberg module{class;
see 5.3).
A somewhat more involved derivation shows that the two Casimir elements satisfy a
degree-p polynomial relation,
pÿ
i“1
p´1qi
i
ˆ
p´1
i´1
˙
pq´q´1q2i
`
q´iCi1´qiCi2
˘
“ 0.
The full list of (“mixed”) relations satisfied by C1 and C2 is currently unknown.
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2.4. Quasitriangular and related structures.
2.4.1. Theorem. The algebra UpXq is quasitriangular, with the universal R-matrix given
by
R “ ρ ¯R,
ρ “ 1
p2pq2
2p´1ÿ
i“0
2p´1ÿ
j“0
2p´1ÿ
m“0
2p´1ÿ
n“0
p´1q jnq´2im` jm`inKik jbKmkn,(2.5)
¯R “
p´1ÿ
a“0
q
1
2 apa´1qpq´ q´1qa
ras! E
abFa
´
1b1´pq´q´1qCbB
¯
(2.6)
ˆ
´
1b1`qpq´q´1q ¯Cb ¯B
¯´
1b1`pq´q´1q3 ¯¯Cb ¯¯B
¯
,
where
¯C “ EC´q´1CE, ¯B “ FB´q´1BF,
¯
¯C “C ¯C “CEC, ¯¯B “ B ¯B “ BFB.
This must be possible to extract from [36]; we give the proof by direct calculation
in B.1.
The category of UpXq modules is therefore braided, with the braiding YbZÑ ZbY
given by yb z ÞÑ Rp2qzbRp1qy (where we standardly write R “ Rp1qbRp2q).
We let UpXq-MOD denote the braided monoidal category of UpXq-modules.
2.4.2. We recall the general properties of the universal R-matrix for further reference:
R∆pxq “ ∆oppxqR, i.e., Rp1qx1bRp2qx2 “ x2Rp1qbx1Rp2q for all x in the algebra, and
Rp1q1bRp1q2bRp2q “ Rp1qbPp1qbRp2qPp2q,
Rp1qbRp2q1bRp2q2 “ Rp1qPp1qbPp2qbRp2q
(with R “ Rp1qbRp2q “ Pp1qbPp2q, and so on).
2.4.3. Drinfeld map. With the above R-matrix, we introduce the so-called M[onodromy]
“matrix”
M “ R21R P UpXqbUpXq.
It is known to give rise to the Drinfeld map from the space Ch of q-characters to the center
Z of UpXq:
(2.7) χ : ChÑ Z : α ÞÑ α b idpMq “ αpM1qM2,
where we standardly write M “ M1bM2. We recall that Ch is the space of elements of
UpXq˚ that are invariant under the left coadjoint action of UpXq.
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2.4.4. Proposition. For the R-matrix in 2.4.1, the M-matrix can be written as
(2.8) M “ ¯Mρ¯ ¯R,
where
¯M “
p´1ÿ
a“0
q´
3
2 a
2´ 12 apq´ q´1qa
ras! F
aKabEaK´a
`
1b1`pq´q´1qBkbCk´1
˘
ˆ
`
1b1´pq2´1q ¯BKkb ¯CK´1k´1
˘`
1b1`q2pq´q´1q3 ¯¯BKk2b ¯¯CK´1k´2
˘
ρ¯ “ 1p2
p´1ÿ
i“0
p´1ÿ
j“0
p´1ÿ
i1“0
p´1ÿ
j1“0
q2i
1 j`2i j1´4ii1K2ik2 jbK2i1k2 j1 .
We show this in B.2.
2.4.5. The quasitriangular structure corresponding to r∆ in 2.1.2 is given byrR “ Φ´121 RΦ,
as readily follows from R∆pxq “ ∆oppxqR. Hence, the corresponding M-matrix isrM “ Φ´1MΦ.
We want to compare the two Drinfeld maps χ : ChÑ Z and rχ : ĂChÑ Z, where ĂCh is the
space of elements that are invariant under the “tilded” coadjoint action.
The two Drinfeld maps turn out to coincide in the sense that the diagram
(2.9) Ch
χ
ĂCh
rχ
Z
is commutative, where the horizontal arrow is a linear isomorphism β ÞÑ pβàξ q “
β pξ ?q, where ξ “ SpU´1qU and U “ SpΦ1qΦ2. We prove this in the general case in B.3.1.
With the above Φ, it readily follows that
(2.10) U “ 1´pq´q´1qBCk´1 and ξ “ k´2.
3. UpXq MODULES AND YETTER–DRINFELD BpXq MODULES
We show that the category of UpXq modules is equivalent to a category of Yetter–
Drinfeld modules of the corresponding Nichols algebra. The exact statement is in 3.2
below. We begin with briefly recalling the relation between UpXq and Nichols algebras.
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3.1. UpXq as a double bosonization. The Hopf algebra UpXq is a double bosonization
[33] (also see [37, 17, 38]) of the Nichols algebra BpXq of a two-dimensional braided
vector space X with a basis pB,Fq such that the corresponding braiding matrix is Qa
in (1.1) .4 This BpXq is the quotient [18]
(3.1) BpXq “ T pXq{`BF2´r2sFBF `F2B, B2, F p˘
for p ě 3 (and BpXq “ T pXq{`B2, BFBF ´FBFB, F2˘ if p “ 2), with dimBpXq “
4p. Constructing its double bosonization requires choosing a cocommutative ordinary
Hopf algebra H such that BpXq P HHYD. Specifically, we take H “ Z2p bZ2p, with the
generators g1 ” k and g2 ” K acting on the BpXq generators F1 ” B and F2 ” F as
gi . Fj “ qi, jFj, where qi, j are the entries of the braiding matrix; H coacts as Fi ÞÑ gibFi.
The double bosonization
(3.2) UpXq “BpX˚q#1BpXq#H
(where the right-hand side is a tensor product in HHYD) then contains the Hopf subalgebra
BpXq#H given by the standard, “single,” bosonization [39], and similarly for BpX˚q#1
H, but with the H action and coaction changed by composing each with the antipode
(hence the prime); the cross relations are pFiFj ´ q j,iFj pFi “ δi, jp1´pg jq2q in terms of the
dual basis pFi in X˚. After a suitable change of basis, this yields our UpXq [33].
Naturally, H is identified with the Hopf subalgebra in UpXq generated by k and K.
Moreover, we refine (2.4) by introducing the linear space isomorphism
(3.3) UăbHbUąÑUpXq,
where Uă is the subalgebra in UpXq generated by F and B. Each of the algebras Uă, H,
and Uą is a Hopf algebra.
3.1.1. Definition. The category Cρ is the category HHYD of Yetter–Drinfeld H-modules
with the coaction
(3.4) δ : z ÞÑ z
p´1qb zp0q “ ρ
p2qbρp1q . z,
where ρ is given by (2.5).
Evidently, the braiding in Cρ is given by
(3.5) ubv ÞÑ u
p´1q . vbup0q “ ρ
p2q . vbρp1q . u.
3.2. Theorem. The category UpXq-MOD is equivalent as a braided monoidal category to
the category BpXq
BpXqYDCρ of Yetter–Drinfeld BpXq-modules in Cρ .
4We select the first braiding matrix in (1.1) because we mainly describe UpXqwith the generators chosen
as B, F , C, E , k, K, not those that are skew-primitive with respect to the second coproduct in 2.1.2.
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We prove this in the rest of this section, in several steps. We first construct a transmu-
tation functor FT : UpXq-MOD Ñ BpXqBpXqYDCρ (cf. [40, 41]). Its inverse, a double bosoniza-
tion functor FDB : BpXqBpXqYDCρ Ñ UpXq-MOD, is then constructed as a composition of the
bosonization functor FB and the functor FDD sending Yetter–Drinfeld modules to mod-
ules of the Drinfeld double. Both FT and FDB are vector-space-preserving functors. We
then verify that their compositions are indeed equivalent to the corresponding identity
functors.
3.3. Proposition. There is a vector-space-preserving braided monoidal functor FT send-
ing each UpXq-module into a Yetter–Drinfeld BpXq-module in Cρ .
We prove this in 3.3.1–3.3.7. Whenever possible (and this is most often possible),
we do not assume the “ground” Hopf algebra H to be cocommutative (nor is it assumed
commutative). This in fact clarifies the calculations, highlighting the “true” reasons why
certain identities hold. We frequently use the universal R-matrix properties in 2.4.2, for
ρ PHbH in particular.
3.3.1. Uă is an algebra in Cρ . We make Uă into an algebra object in HHYD by defining
the left (adjoint) action and left coaction as5
hŻ x “ h1xSph2q,
δ : x ÞÑ x
p´1qb xp0q “ ρ
p2qbρp1q Ż x.
The Yetter–Drinfeld axiom phŻ xq
p´1qbphŻ xqp0q “ h
1x
p´1qSph
3qbh2 Ż x
p0q is then imme-
diate to verify. That the product UăbUăÑUă is a Cρ -morphism is also evident.
3.3.2. Uă is a Hopf algebra in Cρ . We next define the coaction
(3.6) ∆ : UăÑUăbUă : x ÞÑ x1 b x2 “ x1Spρp2qqbρp1q Ż x2.
A priori, the right-hand side is an element not of UăbUă but of UďbUă . However, it
is immediately verified for the generators A “ F, B that
∆pAq “ Ab1`1bA PUăbUă,
and we then conclude that ∆pUăq Ă UăbUă from the main axiom of braided Hopf
algebras,
(3.7) ∆pxyq “ x1px2
p´1q Ż y
1qb x2
p0qy
2 .
This last identity is a relatively standard statement [40, 41], but we prove it here for
completeness:
r.h.s. of (3.7)“ x1Spρp2qqpσ p2q Ż y1Spτp2qqqbpσ p1qρp1q Ż x2qpτp1q Ż y2q
5We do not indicate the embedding ι : H Ñ UpXq explicitly, and write h1xSph2q for what should be
ιphqŻ x, etc.; accordingly, we do not use a special symbol for the antipode in H, and so on.
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“ x1Spρp2q1qpρp2q2 Ż y1Spτp2qqqbpρp1q Ż x2qpτp1q Ż y2q
“ x1y1Spρp2qτp2qqbpρp1q Ż x2qpτp1q Ż y2q
“ x1y1Spρp2qqbpρp1q1 Ż x2qpρp1q2 Ż y2q
“ x1y1Spρp2qqbpρp1q Ż x2y2q “ l.h.s. of (3.7).
Also, ∆ is an HHYD morphism. For the H-coaction, we have to prove that
x
p´1qb xp0q
1 bx
p0q
2 “ x1
p´1q x
2
p´1qb x
1
p0qb x
2
p0q
where we calculate
r.h.s.“ τp2qσ p2qbpτp1q Ż x1Spρp2qqqbpσ p1qρp1q Ż x2q
“ τp2qbpτp1q
1
Ż x1Spρp2qqqbpτp1q2ρp1q Ż x2q
“ τp2qbpτp1q
1
x1Spτp1q2ρp2qqqbpτp1q3ρp1q Ż x2q
“ τp2qbpτp1q
1
x1Spρp2qτp1q3qqbpρp1qτp1q2 Ż x2q,
and
l.h.s.“ τp2qbpτp1q1xSpτp1q2qq1Spρp2qqbpρp1q Ż pτp1q1xSpτp1q2qq2q
“ τp2qb τp1q
1
x1Spτp1q4qSpρp2qqbpρp1q Ż τp1q2x2Spτp1q3qq,
which is the same. For the H action, we readily see that hŻ ∆pxq “ ∆phŻ xq using the fact
that H is cocommutative. We thus conclude that Uă is a Hopf algebra object in Cρ .
3.3.3. Remark. As in [12], we can characterize Uă inside Uď as
Uă “ tx PUď | x1bpipx2q “ xb1u
with a projection (Hopf-algebra map) pi : UďÑH. Then
pipx1qb x2 “ ρp2qbρp1q Ż x.
3.3.4. Uă “BpXq. In Cρ , the braiding matrix for the generators B and F is exactly
Qa in (1.1). Hence, Uă endowed with the coproduct ∆ (and with the antipode x ÞÑ
ρp2qSpρp1q Ż xq, which we do not discuss in any further detail for brevity) is the Nichols
algebra BpXq of the two-dimensional braided linear space X with the braiding matrix Qa.
We write BpXq instead of Uă in what follows.
3.3.5. UpXq modules are objects of Cρ . Let Z PUpXq-MOD, with a UpXq action xb z ÞÑ
x . z. By restriction, Z is an H-module. We make Z into an object in Cρ by endowing it
with the H-coaction (3.4).
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3.3.6. UpXq modules are objects of BpXq
BpXqYD. On each UpXq-module Z, which is a
BpXq-module by restriction, we also define the BpXq-coaction
δ : ZÑBpXqbZ
z ÞÑ z´1b z 0 “ R
p2qSpρp2qqbρp1qRp1q . z“ ρp2q Ż ¯Rp2qbρp1q ¯Rp1q . z,(3.8)
where ¯R is defined in (2.6); the second form shows that δ indeed maps to BpXqbZ. The
coaction property z´1b z 0´1b z 0 0 “ z´11 b z´12 b z 0 is established by direct calculation.
We must also verify that δ is an HHYD morphism. We calculate, writing ρ “ ρp1qbρp2q “
σ p1qbσ p2q “ τp1qbτp2q “ . . . (and assuming neither cocommutativity nor commutativity
of H):
hpδ zq “ ph1 Ż Rp2qSpρp2qqqbh2ρp1qRp1q . z
“ h1Rp2qSph2ρp2qqbh3ρp1qRp1q . z
“ h1Rp2qSpρp2qh3qbρp1qh2Rp1q . z
“ Rp2qh2Spρp2qh3qbρp1qRp1qh1 . z
“ Rp2qbρp1qRp1qh . z“ δ ph . zq,
and
z´1p´1qz 0 p´1qb z´1p0qb z 0 p0q “ ρ
p2qσ p2qbpρp1q Ż Rp2qSpτp2qqqbσ p1qτp1qRp1q . z
“ ρp2qbpρp1q1 Ż Rp2qSpτp2qqqbρp1q2τp1qRp1q . z
“ ρp2qbρp1q1Rp2qSpρp1q2τp2qqqbρp1q3τp1qRp1q . z
“ ρp2qbρp1q1Rp2qSpτp2qρp1q3qb τp1qρp1q2Rp1q . z
“ ρp2qbRp2qρp1q2Spτp2qρp1q3qb τp1qRp1qρp1q1 . z
“ ρp2qbRp2qSpτp2qqb τp1qRp1qρp1q . z “ z
p´1qb zp0q´1b zp0q 0 .
We next verify the Yetter–Drinfeld axiom relating the BpXq action and coaction, which
in the standard graphic notation (see, e.g., [42]) is expressed as
BpXqZ
☛✟
✍
✎
✡✠
“
BpXq Z
☛✟☛
✡✠✡
With the above ∆, δ , and braiding, this is equivalent to
Rp2qSpσ p2qqppip2qτp1qρp1q Ż x2qbpip1qσ p1qRp1qx1Spρp2qqτp2q . z
“ x1Spρp2qqpσ p2q Ż Rp2qSpτp2qqqbpσ p1qρp1q Ż x2qτp1qRp1q . z
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for x PBpXq and z P Z. We prove the last identity:
l.h.s.“ Rp2qSpσ p2qqppip2qρp1q Ż x2qbpip1qσ p1qRp1qx1Spρp2q1qρp2q2 . z
“ Rp2qSpσ p2qqppip2q Ż x2qbpip1qσ p1qRp1qx1 . z
“ Rp2qSpσ p2q1qpσ p2q2 Ż x2qbσ p1qRp1qx1 . z
“ Rp2qx2Spσ p2qqbσ p1qRp1qx1 . z
“ x1Rp2qSpσ p2qqbσ p1qx2Rp1q . z,
but
r.h.s.“ x1Spρp2q1qpρp2q2 Ż Rp2qSpτp2qqqbpρp1q Ż x2qτp1qRp1q . z
“ x1Rp2qSpρp2qτp2qqbpρp1q Ż x2qτp1qRp1q . z
“ x1Rp2qSpρp2qqbpρp1q1 Ż x2qρp1q2Rp1q . z,
which is the same.
3.3.7. The functor FT is monoidal. Let Y and Z be two UpXq modules. When viewed
as BpXq modules, their tensor product carries the BpXq action that actually evaluates as
the UpXq action on a tensor product of its modules:
x . pyb zq “ px1ρp2q . yqbpρp1q Ż x2q . z
“ px1Spτp2qqρp2q . yqbpρp1qτp1q Ż x2q . z
“ px1Spρp2q1qρp2q2 . yqbpρp1q Ż x2q . z
“ x1 . yb x2 . z.
Essentially the same calculation shows that the functor is braided: braiding cY,Z in the
category BpXq
BpXqYDCρ evaluates as the braiding in UpXq-MOD:
py´1ρp2q . zqbρp1q . y 0 “ Rp2q . zbRp1q . y.
3.4. The functor FB. To establish a functor inverse to FT, we first construct a func-
tor FB :
BpXq
BpXqYDCρ Ñ
BpXq#H
BpXq#HYD, which essentially amounts to “a Radford formula for
comodules.”
In this subsection, we do not need to assume the existence of a universal R-matrix
ρ PHbH; therefore, H is an arbitrary Hopf algebra (with bijective antipode).
3.4.1. Reminder: Radford’s biproduct. If H is an ordinary Hopf algebra and R is an
algebra object in HHYD (a braided Hopf algebra), then Radford’s biproduct [39] (bosoniza-
tion [43]) defines the structure of an ordinary Hopf algebra on the smash product R#H.
Its multiplication, comultiplication, and antipode are
pr#hqps#gq “ rph1 Ż sq#h2g,(3.9)
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∆ : r#h ÞÑ pr#hqr1sbpr#hqr2s “ pr1 # r2
p´1qh
1qbpr2
p0q#h
2q,(3.10)
Spr#hq “ p1# spr
p´1qhqq
`
Spr
p0qq#1
˘(3.11)
(where s is the antipode of H and S is the antipode of R).
3.4.2. Our aim is to extend bosonization to Yetter–Drinfeld modules. In the same setting
as above, let Y be a Yetter–Drinfeld R-module in HHYD. We write ráy and h.y for the R
and H actions, and y ÞÑ y´1b y 0 P RbY and y ÞÑ yp´1q byp0q PHbY for the coactions.
3.4.3. Proposition. Let R be a Hopf algebra in C “ HHYD and Y P RRYDC. Then Y is a
Yetter–Drinfeld R#H-module with the R#H action
pr#hqáy“ ráph.yq,(3.12)
and coaction
δ : y ÞÑ y
r´1s byr0s “ py´1# y 0 p´1qqby 0 p0q P R#HbY.(3.13)
This defines a vector-space-preserving monoidal braided functor
FB :
R
RYDC Ñ
R#H
R#HYD
to the category of left–left Yetter–Drinfeld R#H-modules.
3.4.4. Proof of 3.4.3. First, the coaction property is readily verified for (3.13) using the
fact that the R-coaction is an H-comodule morphism. Next, we must show the Yetter–
Drinfeld condition in pR#HqbY,`
pr#hqr1sáy
˘
r´1s
pr#hqr2sb
`
pr#hqr1sáy
˘
r0s
(3.14)
“ pr#hqr1sy
r´1s bpr#hq
r2sáy
r0s ,
where the right-hand side is simple:
“ pr1 # r2
p´1qh
1qpy´1# y 0 p´1qqbpr
2
p0q#h
2qáy 0 p0q.
As regards the left-hand side, we first note that for z P Y, s P R, and g P H,
z
r´1sps#gqb zr0s “ pz´1# z 0 p´1qqps#gqb z 0 p0q
“ pz´1pz 0 p´1q
1
Ż sq# z 0 p´1q
2gqb z 0 p0q “ pz´1pz 0 p´1q Ż sq# z 0 p0q p´1qgqb z 0 p0q p0q .
Using this, we readily see directly from the definitions that
l.h.s. of (3.14)“
p
`
r1ápr2
p´1qh
1.yq
˘
´1p
`
r1ápr2
p´1qh
1.yq
˘
0 p´1q Ż r
2
p0qq#
`
r1ápr2
p´1qh
1.yq
˘
0 p0q p´1qh
2q
b
`
r1ápr2
p´1qh
1.yq
˘
0 p0q p0q ,
where we next use the condition that Y is a Yetter–Drinfeld R-module, which is
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r1ápr2
p´1q.yq
˘
´1
`
r1ápr2
p´1q .yq
˘
0 p´1q Ż r
2
p0qb
`
r1ápr2
p´1q .yq
˘
0 p0q
“ r1pr2
p´1q Ż y´1qbpr
2
p0qáy 0 q,
whence
l.h.s. of (3.14)“ r1pr2
p´1q Ż ph
1.yq´ 1q#pr
2
p0qáph
1.yq 0 qp´1qh
2bpr2
p0qáph
1.yq 0 qp0q .
We continue by using the fact that the R-action á is a morphism of H-comodules,
“ r1pr2
p´1q Ż ph
1.yq´ 1q# r
2
p0q p´1qph
1.yq 0 p´1qh
2b r2
p0q p0qáph
1.yq 0 p0q
and that the R coaction is a morphism of H-modules,
“ r1pr2
p´1q Ż ph
1
Ż y´1qq# r
2
p0q p´1qph
2.y 0 qp´1qh
3b r2
p0q p0qáph
2.y 0 qp0q
“ r1pr2
p´1q
1h1 Ż y´1q# r
2
p´1q
2ph2.y 0 qp´1qh
3b r2
p0qáph
2.y 0 qp0q,
after which the H-Yetter–Drinfeld condition for Y yields
“ r1pr2
p´1q
1h1 Ż y´1q# r
2
p´1q
2h2y 0 p´1qb r
2
p0qáph
2.y 0 p0qq
“ r.h.s. of (3.14).
This shows that we have a functor.
The functor is monoidal: for Y,Z P R
R
YD, the action of R on a tensor product YbZ is
given by the throughout map in
rbpyb zq ÞÑ r1 b r2 byb z ÞÑ r1 b r2
p´1q.yb r
2
p0qb z ÞÑ
`
r1ápr2
p´1q.yq
˘
b r2
p0qáz.
But with Y,Z P R#H
R#HYD, the R#H action on the tensor product is
pr#hqbpyb zq ÞÑ ppr#hqr1sáyqbppr#hqr2sázq
“ pr1 # r2
p´1qh
1qáyqbppr2
p0q#h
2qázq
“
`
r1ápr2
p´1qh
1.yq
˘
b
`
r2
p0qáph
2.zq
˘
,
and hence r#1 acts the same as r in the preceding formula.
The functor is braided: for y P Y and z P Z, with Y,Z P R
R
YD, the braiding is
c
R
R
YD
Y,Z
: yb z ÞÑ
`
y´1ápy 0 p´1q.zq
˘
b y 0 p0q.
On the other hand, when Y and Z are viewed as objects in R#H
R#HYD, the braiding is
c
R#H
R#HYD
Y,Z
: yb z ÞÑ py
r´1sázqbyr0s “ py´1# y 0 p´1qqázby 0 p0q
“
`
y´1ápy 0 p´1q.zq
˘
b y 0 p0q,
which is the same.
For YbZ P RRYD, the coaction is the throughout map in
ybz ÞÑ y´1by 0 bz´1bz 0 ÞÑ y´1bpy 0 p´1q Ż z´1qby 0 p0qbz 0 ÞÑ y´1py 0 p´1q Ż z´1qby 0 p0qbz 0 ,
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which lies in RbYbZ. Now for YbZ P R#H
R#HYD, the coaction is simply
y
r´1szr´1sb yr0sb zr0s “ py´1# y 0 p´1qqpz´1# z 0 p´1qqby 0 p0qb z 0 p0q
“
`
y´1py 0
1
p´1q
Ż z´1q#py 0
2
p´1q
z 0 p´1qq
˘
b y 0 p0qb z 0 p0q ,
which is in R#HbYbZ. Applying idb ε b idb id restores the previous formula.
3.4.5. Remark. A particular case of 3.4.3 is well known: for Y “ pR,Żq with the left
adjoint action, we write (3.12) as (with r, p PR)
pr#1qŻ p “ r1pr2
p´1q .pqSpr
2
p0qq
“ pr1 # r2
p´1q
1qpp#1qp1# spr2
p´1q
2qqpSpr2
p0qq#1q
“ rr1spp#1qSprr2sq
(see (3.11) for the antipode), which is a restriction of the (“nonbraided”) left adjoint action
of R#H on itself.
3.5. The functor F DB. To construct a “double bosonization” functor FDB inverse to FT,
we compose FB with the standard functor establishing the equivalence [44] of Yetter–
Drinfeld modules with modules of the Drinfeld double DpBpXq#Hq “ DpUďq, FDD :
BpXq#H
BpXq#HYDÑDpUďq-MOD.
Applied to any Y P BpXq
BpXqYDCρ , FDB “FDDFB then produces a UpXq-module because
the action of the generators of H˚ PDpUďq is completely determined by the action of the
generators of H PDpUďq, which means that the module is actually a module of UpXq »
DpUďq{pH˚ „ Hq (the quotient by relations expressing H˚ through H). Indeed, for µ P
H˚, its action on Y viewed as a Yetter–Drinfeld Uď-module is standardly given by
µ ë y “ xµ, S´1py
r´1sqyyr0s “ xε bµ, S
´1py´1# y 0 p´1qqyy 0 p0q
“ xµ, S´1py
p´1qqyyp0q
“ xµ, S´1pρp2qqyρp1q . y.
It follows that the generators of H˚ (see B.1.2) act as
L ë z “ K . z, ℓë z “ k . z,(3.15)
and hence we have a functor
FDB :
BpXq
BpXqYDCρ Ñ UpXq-MOD.
3.6. Composing the functors. To verify that FDBFT „ 1UpXq-MOD , we first calculate
FBFT. Applied to Uă Ă UpXq, FT gives a braided Hopf algebra with coproduct (3.6),
x1 bx2 “ x1Spρp2qqbρp1q Ż x2 (x PUă); applying FB—using Radford’s formula (3.10)—
we obtain the coproduct ∆ : UďÑUďbUď that evaluates as
∆px#hq “ x1h1bx2h2,
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which is the original coproduct on Uď . For Y P UpXq-MOD, similarly, FT produces
coproduct (3.8), y´1b y 0 “ Rp2qSpρp2qqbρp1qRp1q . y; to further apply FB, we substitute
the last formula in the “Radford formula for comodules,” Eq. (3.13), to obtain the Uă
coaction
δ pyq “ Rp2qbRp1q . y PUďbY.
The resulting Uď action, obviously, is the restriction of the UpXq action. To the Yetter–
Drinfeld Uď-module Y thus obtained, we now apply FDD, making it into a module of the
Drinfeld double DpUďq. Then U˚ď (a Hopf subalgebra in DpUďq) acts as
µ ë y “ xµ, S´1py
r´1sqyyr0s “ xµ, S
´1pRp2qqyRp1q . y “ xµ, Rp2qySpRp1qq . y.
With the R-matrix in 2.4.1 and with the duality worked out in B.1.1, we find, along
with (3.15), that
E ë y“ E . y, C ë y “C . y.
Comparing with the formulas in B.1.2 shows that the resultant DpUďq-module is in fact
a UpXq-module, naturally isomorphic to the original Y.
We show similarly that FTFDB „ 1BpXq
BpXqYDCρ
. Starting from Z P BpXq
BpXqYDCρ (where we
write the action of both H and Uă as xb z ÞÑ x . z for simplicity, and the coaction as
z ÞÑ z´1b z 0 ) and applying FTFDB, we arrive at the Yetter–Drinfeld Uă-module with the
coaction
z ÞÑ ρp2q Ż Rp2qbx ¯Rp1q, S´1pz´1# τp2qqyρp1qτp1q . z 0
“ ρp2q2 Ż Rp2qbx ¯Rp1q, S´1pz´1#ρp2q
1
qyρp1q . z 0
“ ρp2q2 Ż Rp2qbx ¯Rp1q, S´1pρp2q1qŻ S´1pz´1qyρp1q . z 0
“ ρp2q2 Ż Rp2qbxρp2q1 Ż ¯Rp1q, S´1pz´1qyρp1q . z 0
“ Rp2qbx ¯Rp1q, S´1pz´1qyz 0 “ z´1b z 0 .
Hence, we have constructed an inverse functor FDB to the functor FT in 3.3. The cat-
egories UpXq-MOD and BpXq
BpXqYDCρ are equivalent. In the rest of the paper, we study the
modules of UpXq.
4. SIMPLE MODULES OF UpXq
The following theorem is of course contained in [17, 38]; we spell out the details here
in order to fix our notation and conventions.
4.1. Theorem. The algebra UpXq has 4p2 simple modules, labeled as
Z
α,β
s,r , α,β “˘, s “ 1, . . . , p, r “ 0, . . . , p´1,
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with the dimensions
(4.1) dimZα,βs,r “
$’’’’&’’’’%
2s´1, 1 ď s ď p, r “ 0,
2s`1, 1 ď s ď p´1, r “ s,
4s, 1 ď s ď p´1, r ‰ 0,s,
4p, s “ p, 1 ď r ď p´1.
The modules in the first two lines are atypical, and the others typical.
The cases occurring in the theorem can be illustrated by the diagram in Fig. 4.1. Typical
p´1 m d
b d
b d
b d
0 f ‘ ‘ ‘ a
r
s
1 p
FIGURE 4.1. The p2 simple UpXq modules, labeled by s and r.
modules are the “bulk” of the diagram and the greatest part of the right column. In what
follows, we refer to these last modules (the fourth case in (4.1)) as Steinberg modules.
The notation in the figure distinguishes more cases than just those in (4.1) for our later
purposes.
4.2. Constructing simple UpXq-modules. We construct the simple UpXq modules ex-
plicitly, by “gluing together” some modules of the algebra U˚qsℓp2q defined in (2.1) and
(2.2). We let simple U˚qsℓp2q modules be denoted by Xα,βs,r , where α,β “˘, s “ 1, . . . , p,
and r “ 0, . . . , p´1. As a Uqsℓp2q-module, an Xα,βs,r with any β and r is isomorphic to Xαs
(see A.1). In particular, there is a highest-weight vector |α,s,β ,ry0 “ 0 such that
E
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rD0 “ 0 and K ˇˇα,s,β ,rD0 “ αqs´1 ˇˇα,s,β ,rD0,
and the second Cartan generator of UpXq acts on this vector as
k
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rD0 “ βq´r ˇˇα,s,β ,rD0.
It follows that dimXα,βs,r “ s.
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đ §
§ đ
B
Fđ §
§ đ
đ §
§ đ
đ §
§ đ
đ §
Ĳ
đ §
Ĳ İ
đ §
Ĳ İ
đ §
Ĳ İ
đ §
Ĳ
FIGURE 4.2. LEFT: An atypical module Zα ,βs,0 (with s “ 5). Each vertical col-
umn is a U˚q sℓp2q module in (4.2). The top state is |α ,s,β ,0yÐ0 and the bottom,
|α ,s,β ,0yÐs´1. MIDDLE: An atypical module Zα ,βs,s (with s “ 4). Each verti-
cal column is a U˚q sℓp2q module in (4.3). The top state is |α ,s,β ,syÑ0 and the
bottom, |α ,s,β ,syÑs . RIGHT: The typical module Zα ,βs,r (s “ 4). Each column
is a U˚q sℓp2q-module in (4.5). The directions in which the generators map are
common for all modules.
4.2.1. U˚qsℓp2q decompositions and bases of simple modules. For each of the four cases
in (4.1), we now list theU˚qsℓp2q decompositions of simple UpXqmodules, specify the cor-
responding choice of basis, and describe how the U˚qsℓp2q constituents are glued together
by the fermionic UpXq generators B and C. There are two sorts of basis vectors | yÐm and
| yÑm for atypical modules and two more, | y
Ò
m and | yÓm, for typical modules; in all cases,
C
ˇˇ D
Ð
m “ 0 and B
ˇˇ D
Ñ
m “ 0
in any simple UpXq module.
Atypical modules, 1 ď s ď p, r “ 0: as U˚qsℓp2q modules, these simple UpXq mod-
ules decompose as
(4.2) Zα,βs,0 “ Xα,βs,0 ‘Xα,βs´1,p´1, 2 ď s ď p,
which is illustrated in Fig. 4.2, left, and as Zα,β1,0 “ X
α,β
1,0 (one-dimensional mod-
ules). We choose a basis in Zα,βs,0 in accordance with this decomposition, as`ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÐn P Xα,βs,0 ˘0ďnďs´1, `ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑm P Xα,βs´1,p´1˘0ďmďs´2.
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The arrows in the notation for basis vectors refer to the visualization of Zα,βs,0 as in
Fig. 4.2, left. The fermionic generators relate the two types of vectors as
B
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÐn “´rnsˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑn´1, Cˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑm “ β ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÐm`1.
Here and hereafter, we set |α,s,β ,ry‚m “ 0 whenever m is outside the range
indicated for vectors of a given type.
Atypical modules, 1 ď s ď p´1, r “ s: the module decomposes as
(4.3) Zα,βs,s “ Xα,βs,s ‘Xα,´βs`1,s ,
as is illustrated in Fig. 4.2, middle. We choose a basis in Zα,βs,s accordingly:`ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÐn P Xα,βs,s ˘0ďnďs´1, `ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑm P Xα,´βs`1,s˘0ďmďs.
The fermions act as
B
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÐn “ rs´nsˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑn , Cˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑm “ β ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐm .
Typical modules, 1ď s ď p´1, r ‰ 0,s: the modules decompose as
(4.4) Zα,βs,r “ Xα,βs,r ‘Xα,´βs`1,r ‘Xα,´βs´1,r´1‘Xα,βs,r´1, 2 ď s ď p´1,
which is illustrated in Fig. 4.2, right, and as Zα,β1,r “ X
α,β
1,r ‘X
α,´β
2,r ‘X
α,β
1,r´1. We
choose a basis in Zα,βs,r accordingly, such that the bases in respective U
˚
qsℓp2q
submodules are
(4.5) `ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÐj ˘0ď jďs´1, `ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÒm˘0ďmďs,`ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÓn˘0ďnďs´2, `ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÑj ˘0ď jďs´1.
The fermions glue the U˚qsℓp2q modules together as
B
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÐj “ r jsrss ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÓj´1`β rrsrs´ jsrss ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÒj ,
B
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÒm “ rmsˇˇα,s,β ,rDÑm´1, Cˇˇα,s,β ,rDÒm “ ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÐm ,
B
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÓn “ β rrsrn`1´ssˇˇα,s,β ,rDÑn , Cˇˇα,s,β ,rDÓn “ β rr´ssˇˇα,s,β ,rDÐn`1,
C
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÑj “ 1rss ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÓj `β rs´ rsrss ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÒj`1.
Steinberg modules, s “ p, 1 ď r ď p´1: the decomposition is
(4.6) Zα,βp,r “ Xα,βp,r ‘Pα,´βp´1,r´1‘Xα,βp,r´1,
where Pα,βp´1,r is a projective U
˚
qsℓp2q-module. This can be illustrated with much
the same diagram as in Fig. 4.2, right, but with two differences in the middle
columns: first, there are exactly p Ĳ and p İ vectors and, second, they are not a
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direct sum of two simple U˚qsℓp2q modules; instead, the action of F and E gener-
ators glues them together as
İ
F
Ĳ İ
E
Ĳ İ
Ĳ İ
F
Ĳ
E
(the vectors are conventionally separated horizontally; we remind the reader that
this is only the middle part of a diagram similar to the Fig. 4.2, right). We choose
the basis in Zα,βp,r in accordance with (4.6), asˇˇ
α, p,β ,rDÐn , ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÒn, ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÓn, ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÑn
where n “ 0, . . . , p´1. The fermions act as
B
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,rDÐn “ rn´1sˇˇα, p,β ,rDÒn`rnsˇˇα, p,β ,rDÓn´1,
B
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,rDÒn “´rnsˇˇα, p,β ,rDÑn´1, Cˇˇα, p,β ,rDÒn “´β rrsˇˇα, p,β ,rDÐn ,
B
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,rDÓn “ rnsˇˇα, p,β ,rDÑn , Cˇˇα, p,β ,rDÓn “ β rr´1sˇˇα, p,β ,rDÐn`1,
C
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,rDÑn “ β rr´1sˇˇα, p,β ,rDÒn`1`β rrsˇˇα, p,β ,rDÓn.
The remaining formulas for the UpXq action are collected in A.3.
4.3. Casimirs from simple modules. We recall the Drinfeld map (2.7). If Z is a UpXq-
module, then the (“quantum”) trace operation
(4.7) TrZ : A ÞÑ trZpAK pk2q : UpXq Ñ C,
where trZ evaluates the ordinary trace in any chosen basis in Z, defines an element of Ch.
We note that if γ “ TrZ, then it follows from (2.10) that ĂCh Q rγ : A ÞÑ trZpAK pq. Calculat-
ing with (2.8), we see that traces over three-dimensional representations are mapped by
the Drinfeld map into the Casimir elements:
χ : Tr
Z
α ,β
1,1
ÞÑ ´α pq´1pq´q´1q2C1,
χ : Tr
Z
α ,β
2,0
ÞÑ ´α pqpq´q´1q2C2.
5. Ext1 SPACES FOR SIMPLE UpXq-MODULES
We now describe the Ext1 groups for simple UpXq-modules. We recall that for two
modules Z2 and Z1, Ext1pZ1,Z2q is a linear space with the basis identified with nontrivial
short exact sequences
0 Ñ Z2 Ñ Z1iZ2 Ñ Z1 Ñ 0
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modulo a certain equivalence relation [45].
The action of any UpXq generator A on Z1hZ2 is given by
ρA “ ρp0qA `ξA
where ρp0qA is the direct sum of the actions of UpXq generators on simple modules and
ξA “ ξZ1,Z2A : Z1 Ñ Z2 are linear maps (also linear in A). We list the ξA for each extension
in what follows.
5.1. Ext1 spaces for typical simple modules. The nontrivial Ext1pZ1,Z2q spaces for
the typical simple UpXq-modules are one-dimensional. These are Ext1pZα,βs,r ,Z´α,´βp´s,p`r´sq
and Ext1pZα,βs,r ,Z´α,βp´s,p`r´sq for each pair ps,rq such that
1 ď sď p´1, 1 ď r ď p´1, s ‰ r.
To avoid notational complications, we here adopt the convention that Zα,βs,p`r “ Z
α,´β
s,r for
1 ď r ď p´1.
We fix a basis element in each of the Ext1 spaces, writing
Ext1pZα,βs,r ,Z´α,´βp´s,p`r´sq “ t fp´s,p`r´su,(5.1)
and
Ext1pZα,βs,r ,Z´α,βp´s,p`r´sq “ tep´s,p`r´su.(5.2)
Here and hereafter, α and β are omitted in the right-hands sides in order not to overburden
the notation; they are in all cases easily reconstructed from the context. The maps Zα,βs,r Ñ
Z
´α,´β
p´s,p`r´s by the UpXq generators associated with (5.1) are
ξF :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÒm ÞÑ δm,sˇˇ´α, p´ s,´β , p` r´ sDÓ0,
ξC :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÒm ÞÑ ´β rrsδm,sˇˇ´α, p´ s,´β , p` r´ sDÐ0 ,
ξF : ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÓm ÞÑ rs´ rsrrsδm,s´2ˇˇ´α, p´ s,´β , p` r´ sDÒ0,(5.3) ξF : ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÐm ÞÑ ´βδm,s´1rrsˇˇ´α, p´ s,´β , p` r´ sDÐ0 ,
ξF :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÑm ÞÑ β rs´ rsδm,s´1ˇˇ´α, p´ s,´β , p` r´ sDÑ0 ,
ξC :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÑm ÞÑ δm,s´1 rrsrs´ rsrss ˇˇ´α, p´ s,´β , p` r´ sDÒ0
(and zero otherwise). The maps Zα,βs,r Ñ Z´α,βp´s,p`r´s by the UpXq generators associated
with (5.2) are
ξE :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÒm ÞÑ rs`1srr´ ssrrsδm,0 ˇˇ´α, p´ s,β , p` r´ sDÓp´s´2,
ξE : ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÐm ÞÑ β rssrr´ ssδm,0ˇˇ´α, p´ s,β , p` r´ sDÐp´s´1,
ξE : ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÓm ÞÑ rs´1sδm,0ˇˇ´α, p´ s,β , p` r´ sDÒp´s,
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(5.4)
ξB :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÐm ÞÑ α 1rssδm,0ˇˇ´α, p´ s,β , p` r´ sDÒp´s,
ξB :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÒm ÞÑ ´αβ 1rrsδm,0ˇˇ´α, p´ s,β , p` r´ sDÑp´s´1,
ξE :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÑm ÞÑ ´β rssrrsδm,0ˇˇ´α, p´ s,β , p` r´ sDÑp´s´1.
That these formulas make Zα,βs,r hZ´α,´βp´s,p`r´s and Z
α,β
s,r hZ
´α,β
p´s,p`r´s into UpXq modules
is verified directly.
5.2. Ext1 spaces for atypical simple UpXq-modules. The Ext1pZ1,Z2q groups for atyp-
ical simple UpXq-modules are either 1- or 0-dimensional. The nonzero Ext1 spaces can
be arranged into several series, in addition to which there are a few “exceptional” cases,
where one of the modules involved is Zα,β1,0 . These cases can be conveniently absorbed
into the series by adopting the convention that Zα,β0,0 “ Z
α,´β
1,0 and setting |α,0,β ,0yÑ0 “
|α,1,´β ,0yÐ0 and |α,0,β ,0yÐm “ 0, m‰ 0 for the basis vectors. Then the extensions are
defined by the following formulas, where we choose a basis vector in each space, plac-
ing it in curly brackets, and specify how the UpXq generators map from Z1 to Z2 (again
omitting the α and β indices from the notation)
Ext1pZα,βs,0 ,Z
α,´β
s`1,0q “ tbs`1u,
p1 ď s ď p´1q
ξB :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÐm ÞÑ ´rs´msˇˇα,s`1,´β ,0DÐm ,
ξB :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÑm ÞÑ rs´m´1sˇˇα,s`1,´β ,0DÑm ,
Ext1pZα,βs,0 ,Z
α,´β
s´1,0q “ tcs´1u,
p2 ď s ď pq
ξC :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÐm ÞÑ ˇˇα,s´1,´β ,0DÐm ,
ξC :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÑm ÞÑ ˇˇα,s´1,´β ,0DÑm ,
Ext1pZα,βs,s ,Z´α,βp´s,0q “ t fp´su,
p0 ď s ď p´1q
ξF : ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐs´1 ÞÑ ˇˇ´α, p´ s,β ,0DÐ0 ,
ξF :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÑs ÞÑ ˇˇ´α, p´ s,β ,0DÑ0 ,
ξC :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÑs ÞÑ β ˇˇ´α, p´ s,β ,0DÐ0 ,
Ext1pZα,βs,s ,Z´α,´βp´s,0 q “ tep´su,
p0 ď s ď p´1q
ξE :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÐ0 ÞÑ rssˇˇ´α, p´ s,´β ,0DÐp´s´1,
ξE :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÑ0 ÞÑ ´rs`1sˇˇ´α, p´ s,´β ,0DÑp´s´2,
Ext1pZα,βs,s ,Zα,´βs´1,s´1q “ t¯bs´1u,
p1 ď s ď p´1q
ξB :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÐm ÞÑ ´rmsˇˇα,s´1,´β ,s´1DÐm´1,
ξB :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÑm ÞÑ rmsˇˇα,s´1,´β ,s´1DÑm´1,
Ext1pZα,βs,s ,Zα,´βs`1,s`1q “ tc¯s`1u,
p0 ď s ď p´2q
ξC :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÐm ÞÑ ˇˇα,s`1,´β ,s`1DÐm`1,
ξC :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÑm ÞÑ ˇˇα,s`1,´β ,s`1DÑm`1,
Ext1pZα,βs,0 ,Z
´α,´β
p´s,p´sq “ t ¯fp´su,
p1 ď s ď pq
ξF :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÐs´1 ÞÑ ˇˇ´α, p´ s,´β , p´ sDÐ0 ,
ξF :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÑs´2 ÞÑ ´ˇˇ´α, p´ s,´β ,0DÑ0 ,
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Ext1pZα,βs,0 ,Z
´α,β
p´s,p´sq “ te¯p´su,
p1 ď s ď pq
ξE :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÐ0 ÞÑ rssˇˇ´α, p´ s,β , p´ sDÐp´s´1,
ξE : ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑ0 ÞÑ rs´1sˇˇ´α, p´ s,β , p´ sDÑp´s,
ξB :
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÐ0 ÞÑ ´α ˇˇ´α, p´ s,β , p´ sDÑp´s,
with all other generators mapping by zero in each case.
5.3. Linkage classes. It follows that the simple UpXq modules are divided into linkage
classes as follows.
(1) There are 4pp´ 1q Steinberg linkage classes, labeled by α “ ˘, β “ ˘, and
1ď r ď p´1; each class contains a single module Zα,βp,r .
(2) There are pp´ 1qpp´ 2q typical linkage classes, labeled by pα,s,rq with α “
˘ and 1 ď r ă s ď p´ 1; each such class contains four simple modules Zα,˘s,r ,
Z
´α,˘
p´s,p`r´s.
(3) There is one atypical linkage class containing 4p2p´ 1q simple modules: Z˘,˘s,s
with 1 ď s ď p´ 1 and Z˘,˘s,0 with 1 ď s ď p (with uncorrelated signs in either
case).
6. PROJECTIVE UpXq MODULES
6.1. Theorem. Projective modules of UpXq are exhausted by the following list (with
α,β “˘ in all cases).
‚ Steinberg modules Qα,βp,r with 1ď r ď p´1, which are the simple 4p-dimensional
modules described 4.2.1.
‚ Typical modules Qα,βs,r with 1 ď s ď p´ 1, 1 ď r ď p´ 1 and r ‰ s, described
in 6.3.2; each has four simple subquotients and dimension 8p.
‚ Atypical modules:
– The 12p-dimensional Qα,βp,0 modules described in 6.3.3, with 12 simple sub-
quotients each.
– The 12p-dimensional modules Qα,βp´1,p´1 described in 6.3.4, with 12 simple
subquotients.
– The 16p-dimensional Qα,βs,0 modules with 1 ď s ď p´ 1 described in 6.3.5,
with 16 simple subquotients.
– The 16p-dimensional modules Qα,βs,s with 1 ď s ď p´ 2 described in 6.3.6,
with 16 simple subquotients.
– The 24p-dimensional modules Qα,β1,0 described in 6.3.7, with 24 simple sub-
quotients.
We construct each projective module Q explicitly by choosing a basis and defining the
UpXq action in that basis. The set of basis vectors is the union of the bases of all simple
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subquotients. This means that for each projective Q, we choose and fix a linear space
isomorphism
(6.1) µ : QÑ ¯Q“
à
ι
Zι ,
with the direct sum of all simple subquotients of Q. In accordance with the direct sum
decomposition, we also write µ “
ř
ι µι .
6.2. The UpXq action and graphs. We explain how we construct the action of UpXq
generators on projective modules. For a generator A, its action on v P Q is given by
(6.2) ρApvq “ ρp0qA pvq`ρ
p1q
A pvq`ρ
p2q
A pvq,
with the following ingredients.
(0) ρp0qA “ µ´1 ˝ ρ¯A ˝ µ , where ρ¯ is the direct sum of UpXq actions on simple mod-
ules.
(1) To define ρp1qA , we recall that in 5.1 and 5.2, we chose a collection of maps ξA be-
tween simple UpXqmodules, which we now write using a more detailed notation,
as ξ i, jA : Zi Ñ Z j (for some simple modules Zi and Z j). Then
(6.3) ρp1qA “ µ´1 ˝
ÿ
ι ,κ
cκ,ιξ κ,ιA ˝ µκ ,
where cκ,ι P C are some coefficients, depending on a pair of simple subquotients
in the projective module in question.6
For a projective module Q, the ρp1qA maps can be represented as a directed graph
with the set of vertices given by the Zι in (6.1) and the set of edges corresponding
to the nonzero products cκ,ιξ κ,ιA (nonzero for at least one A). The edge is directed
from Zκ to Zι . We construct such graphs in what follows, decorating the edges
with cκ,ι .
(2) Finally,
(6.4) ρp2qA “ µ´1 ˝
ÿ
ι ,κ
ηκ,ιA ˝ µκ ,
where ηκ,ιA : Zκ Ñ Zι are linear maps (also linear in A) and Zι is a descendant but
not a child of Zκ in the graph defined by the cµ,ν ξ µ,νA . These maps are needed
for (6.2) to be a UpXq action.
Proving the existence of the projective cover Q of a simple module Z˚ amounts to find-
ing the coefficients cµ,ν and the maps ηκ,ιA such that the graph has a root vertex given
by Z˚ and Eq. (6.2) is a UpXq action (and the resultant module is maximal indecompos-
able). We solve for such cµ,ν and ηκ,ιA in what follows. The solution is not unique due to
the freedom of taking linear combinations of (the respective basis vectors in) isomorphic
6Not on pairs of isomorphism classes of simple UpXq modules.
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subquotients, but the existence of a solution proves the existence of the corresponding
module; that it is maximal indecomposable is then verified by inspection in each particu-
lar case.
6.3. Constructing the projective modules. We proceed with projective modules start-
ing with the simple ones in 6.3.1 and ending with those having 24 simple subquotients
in 6.3.7.
6.3.0. We need the obvious notion of level in a directed graph with a root vertex ˚. That
vertex is assigned level 1, every child of ˚ has level 2, and so on (in the graphs we are
dealing with, this defines the level of each vertex uniquely).
6.3.1. Simple projective modules: s “ p, 1 ď r ď p´1. These are the simple (“Stein-
berg”) modules discussed in and after Eq. (4.6). Each of them is also projective.
6.3.2. Projective covers of typical simple modules with 1 ď s ď p´1, r ‰ 0,s. The
“bulk” of the diagram in Fig. 4.1 yields 4pp´1qpp´2qmodules Qα,βs,r , each of dimension
8p, labeled by
1 ď sď p´1, 1 ď r ď p´1, r ‰ s, α,β “˘.
Their graphs (see 6.2) are very simple:
(6.5) `α β
s r
˘
1
X
1´
´α β
p´s p`r´s
¯
1
´
´α ´β
p´s p`r´s
¯
1`
α β
s r
˘
Here,
`
α β
s r
˘
“ Z
α,β
s,r are the simple subquotients,7 and the arrows are the (basis elements
in) the corresponding Ext1 and the units on the arrows are the coefficients cκ,ι standing in
front of these elements (see (6.3)).
We consider the arrow with a checkmark as an example. From the subquotients that it
connects, we see that the relevant extension is fp´s,p`r´s in (5.1); the corresponding ξA
piece of the action of UpXq generators is therefore given by (5.3) times the coefficient 1.
For the opposite arrow in the diagram, the same maps (5.3) should be used with α Ñ´α ,
s Ñ p´ s, and r Ñ p` r´ s, and similarly for the other arrows.
7We omit the uninformative Z for conformity with similar, but much more complicated graphs in what
follows, where extra symbols would complicate the picture even more.
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It remains to specify the ηA piece of the action such that Eqs. (6.2)–(6.4) define a UpXq
action. The choice of the ηA maps in a given basis is not unique (the different solutions
being mapped into one another by basis changes), and we choose ηA to be nonzero only
for A “ B,E, and only acting on the top subquotient. Its basis vectors (4.5), now denoted
as ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÐj △, ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÒm△, ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÓn△, ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÑj △,
are than mapped into the respective vectors in the bottom subquotient, denoted asˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÐj ▽, ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÒm▽, ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÓn▽, ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÑj ▽.
The nonzero maps ηB and ηE are given by
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÐj △ “ αΓs,r, j ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÓj´1▽´αβ rr´ ssΓs,r, j ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÒj▽,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÒm△ “ αrssΓs,r,mˇˇα,s,β ,rDÑm´1▽,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÓn△ “ αβ rssrr´ ssΓs,r,n`1 ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÑn ▽,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÒm△ “ rs`1sˇˇα,s,β ,rDÒm´1▽,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÐj △ “ rssˇˇα,s,β ,rDÐj´1▽,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÓn△ “ rs´1sˇˇα,s,β ,rDÓn´1▽,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÑj △ “ rssˇˇα,s,β ,rDÑj´1▽,
where
Γs,r,m “´
rm´1s
rss
`
1
2
´
´pqr`q´rq
rs´1s
rss
`rrs
r2s´1s´3
rss2
¯
rms
rr´ ss
.
Direct calculation shows that with the coefficients 1 in (6.5), all relations for the UpXq
generators are satisfied.
6.3.3. a: Projective cover of Zα,βp,0 . The projective cover Qα,βp,0 of Zα,βp,0 (denoted by
a in Fig. 4.1) has 12 simple subquotients and is 12p-dimensional. The corresponding
graph is shown in Fig. 6.1. Each simple subquotient Zα,βs,r is identified by its parameters`
α β
s r
˘
and is in addition labeled by ℓn, where ℓ is the level and n consecutively labels
subquotients within each level.
As previously, each link Z1 Ñ Z2 corresponds to the basis element in Ext1pZ1,Z2q
(which, we recall, is one-dimensional) times the coefficient placed on the link. For ex-
ample, consider the level-2-to-level-3 link
´
α ´β
p´1 0 2¯1
´α
ÝÝÑ
´
´α ´β
1 1 3¯3
, which of course
stands for Zα,´βp´1,0
´α
ÝÝÑ Z
´α,´β
1,1 . It corresponds to the element e¯1 in 5.2 (the last in the
list) in accordance with the somewhat truncated notation used there, which ignores the
upper indices. The coefficient ´α on the link means that E and B map from Zα,´βp´1,0 to
Z
´α,´β
1,1 as
ξE : ˇˇα, p´1,´β ,0DÐ0 ÞÑ ´α ¨ ˇˇ´α,1,´β ,1DÐ0 ,
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´
α β
p 0 1¯0
´
´α β
1 0 2¯0
´
α ´β
p´1 0 2¯1
´
´α ´β
1 0 2¯2
´
α β
p 0 3¯0
´
´α β
1 1 3¯1
´
α β
p´1 p´1 3¯2
´
´α ´β
1 1 3¯3
´
´α β
1 0 4¯0
´
α ´β
p´1 0 4¯1
´
´α ´β
1 0 4¯2
´
α β
p 0 5¯0
´β 1 αβ
αβ
´β
´β´αβ ´α
1
´α´α
´β
1 1 1
´αβ
´1
1
´αβ
1
´1
´11 1
FIGURE 6.1. Graph of the projective module Qα ,βp,0
ξE :
ˇˇ
α, p´1,´β ,0DÑ0 ÞÑ ´α ¨ r´2sˇˇ´α,1,´β ,1DÑ1 ,
ξB : ˇˇα, p´1,´β ,0DÐ0 ÞÑ ´α ¨ p´αqˇˇ´α,1,´β ,1DÑ1 ,
and these are the only maps by the UpXq generators between the simple subquotients
Z
α,´β
p´1,0 and Z
´α,´β
1,1 of Q
α,β
p,0 .
The same Zα,´βp´1,0 is also linked in the graph to Z
´α,β
1,1 , with a link decorated by ´α; this
is ¯f1 from the list in 5.2, and the nonzero maps by UpXq generators are therefore given by
ξF :
ˇˇ
α, p´1,´β ,0DÐp´2 ÞÑ ´α ¨ ˇˇ´α,1,β ,1DÐ0 ,
ξF : ˇˇα, p´1,´β ,0DÑp´3 ÞÑ ´α ¨ p´qˇˇ´α,1,β ,0DÑ0 .
In addition to the graph, we have to specify the ηA maps such that Eqs. (6.2)–(6.4)
define a UpXq action. This part of the action of UpXq generators can be chosen as follows:
ηE
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,0DÑn,10 “´α ˇˇα, p,β ,0DÑn´1,30 ´β ˇˇα, p´1,β , p´1DÐn´1,32 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,0DÐn,10 “´β rnsˇˇα, p,β ,0DÑn´1,50 `rn`1sˇˇα, p,β ,0DÑn´1,30
`αβ rn`1sˇˇα, p´1,β , p´1DÐn´1,32 ,
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ηB
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,0DÑn,10 “ αβ rn`2sˇˇα, p´1,β , p´1DÑn,32,
ηC
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,0DÐn,10 “´αδn,p´1ˇˇ´α,1,β ,1DÐ0,31 ,
ηC
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,0DÑn,10 “ αδn,p´2ˇˇ´α,1,β ,1DÑ0,31 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α, p´1,´β ,0DÐn,21 “´α ˇˇα, p´1,´β ,0DÐn´1,41 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α, p´1,´β ,0DÑn,21 “´αr2sˇˇα, p´1,´β ,0DÑn´1,41
ηB
ˇˇ
α, p´1,´β ,0DÐn,21 “ rn`1sˇˇα, p´1,´β ,0DÑn´1,41 ´rnsˇˇα, p,β ,0DÐn,50 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α, p´1,´β ,0DÑn,21 “ rn`1sˇˇα, p,β ,0DÑn,50 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,0DÑn,30 “´αβ ˇˇα, p,β ,0DÑn´1,50 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,0DÐn,30 “ β rn`1sˇˇα, p,β ,0DÑn´1,50 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
´α,1,β ,1DÐn,31 “ αδ0,n ˇˇα, p,β ,0DÐp´1,50 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
´α,1,β ,1DÑn,31 “ αδ0,n ˇˇα, p,β ,0DÑp´2,50 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α, p´1,β , p´1DÐn,32 “ ˇˇα, p,β ,0DÑn´1,50 .
With these ηA and with the cι ,κ read off from the graph, Eqs. (6.2)–(6.4) define an UpXq
action, as can be verified directly. Inspection shows that the resulting module is indecom-
posable and maximal.
6.3.4. m: Projective cover of Zα,βp´1,p´1. The projective cover Qα,βp´1,p´1 of Zα,βp´1,p´1
(denoted by m in Fig. 4.1) also has 12 subquotients and is 12p-dimensional. Its graph is
shown in Fig. 6.2, with the same notation and conventions as for the preceding projective
module.
The η piece of the action by the UpXq generators needed in (6.2) is as follows. On the
basis vectors of the top subquotient, we have
ηF
ˇˇ
α, p´1,β , p´1DÐn,10 “´r2sδn,p´2ˇˇ´α,1,β ,0DÐ0,41 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α, p´1,β , p´1DÐn,10 “´α ˇˇα, p,β ,0DÑn´1,33 ´r2sˇˇα, p´1,β , p´1DÐn´1,50
`
ˇˇ
α, p´1,β , p´1DÐn´1,31 ´r2sδ0,n ˇˇ´α,1,´β ,0DÐ0,42 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α, p´1,β , p´1DÐn,10 “´αβ rn`1sˇˇα, p´2,´β , p´2DÐn´1,40
`αrns
ˇˇ
α, p´1,β , p´1DÑn,31 ´αβδ0,nˇˇ´α,2,β ,0DÐ1,32 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α, p´1,β , p´1DÑn,10 “ αβ rn`1sˇˇα, p´2,´β , p´2DÑn´1,40 ´αβδ0,nˇˇ´α,2,β ,0DÑ0,32 ,
ηC
ˇˇ
α, p´1,β , p´1DÑn,10 “ αβ ˇˇα, p´1,β , p´1DÐn,50 ´β r2sδn,p´1 ˇˇ´α,1,β ,0DÐ0,41.
The ηA maps from level-2 vectors are
ηE
ˇˇ
α, p´2,´β , p´2DÐn,20 “ r2sˇˇα, p´2,´β , p´2DÐn´1,40 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α, p´2,´β , p´2DÑn,20 “ ˇˇα, p´2,´β , p´2DÑn´1,40 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α, p´2,´β , p´2DÐn,20 “ αrn`1sˇˇα, p´2,´β , p´2DÑn,40 ,
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FIGURE 6.2. Graph of the projective module Qα ,βp´1,p´1.
ηB
ˇˇ
´α,1,β ,0DÐn,21 “ αr2sδ0,n ˇˇα, p´1,β , p´1DÑp´1,50 ,
and those from level 3,
ηE
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,0DÑn,33 “ ˇˇα, p´1,β , p´1DÐn´1,50 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,0DÐn,33 “´αrn`1sˇˇα, p´1,β , p´1DÐn´1,50 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,0DÑn,33 “´αrn`2sˇˇα, p´1,β , p´1DÑn,50 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α, p´1,β , p´1DÐn,31 “ α ˇˇα, p´1,β , p´1DÐn´1,50 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α, p´1,β , p´1DÐn,31 “ rnsˇˇα, p´1,β , p´1DÑn,50 ,
ηC
ˇˇ
´α,2,β ,0DÐn,32 “ δ1,nˇˇα, p´1,β , p´1DÐ0,50,
ηC
ˇˇ
´α,2,β ,0DÑn,32 “´δ0,nˇˇα, p´1,β , p´1DÑ0,50.
Direct calculation shows that the above ηA and the cι ,κ read off from the graph ensure
that Eqs. (6.2)–(6.4) define a projective UpXq module.
6.3.5. ‘: Projective cover of Zα,β
s,0 for 2 ď sď p´1. The projective cover Qα,βs,0 of
Z
α,β
s,0 (any of the ‘ in Fig. 4.1) with 2 ď s ď p´ 1 has 16 simple subquotients and is
16p-dimensional. Its graph is shown in Fig. 6.3. A feature not encountered in the pre-
vious graphs is the occurrence of links from a given subquotient leading to isomorphic
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FIGURE 6.3. Subquotients of the projective module Qα ,βs,0 for 2 ď s ď p´1.
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subquotients on the next level. Two (or more) such links`
α β
s r
˘
ℓn
c1 c2´
α 1 β 1
s1 r1
¯
pℓ`1qn1
´
α 1 β 1
s1 r1
¯
pℓ`1qn2
mean that the UpXq generators map via c1ξ 1A ` c2ξ 2A , where ξ iA :
`
α β
s r
˘
ℓn
Ñ
´
α 1 β 1
s1 r1
¯
ℓ`1ni
are the maps in 5.2 associated with each link. In other words, the corresponding basis
vectors in the two isomorphic subquotients occur in linear combinations with c1 and c2
as the coefficients.8
The ηA maps from the top-level subquotient are
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÐn,10 “´rs´1srss4ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÐn´1,30 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÑn,10 “´rs´1s2rss3 ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑn´1,30,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÐn,10 “ β rnsrss3ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑn´1,35 `αrs´1srss2rs´nsˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑn´1,30
`αβ rs´1srss3δ0,n
ˇˇ
´α, p´s,β , p´sDÑp´s,43
´αrnsrs´1s2rss2
ˇˇ
α,s`1,´β ,0DÐn,41
`αβ rss2prs´1srs´ns´ rnsr2s´1sqˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑn´1,50 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÑn,10 “ αrn`1srs´1s2rss2ˇˇα,s`1,´β ,0DÑn,41 ,
ηC
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÐn,10 “ r1´ssrss4δn,s´1 ˇˇ´α, p´s`1,β , p´s`1DÐ0,31
´αrss3
ˇˇ
α,s´1,´β ,0DÐn,40 ,
ηC
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÑn,10 “ rs´1srss4δn,s´2 ˇˇ´α, p´s`1,β , p´s`1DÑ0,31
´αrss3
ˇˇ
α,s´1,´β ,0DÑn,40 `αrss2ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÐn`1,50
and those from level 2,
ηB
ˇˇ
´α, p´s,´β , p´sDÐn,20 “´αrs´1sδ0,n ˇˇα,s`1,´β ,0DÐs,41
´β rn` ssˇˇ´α, p´s,´β , p´sDÑn,42 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
´α, p´s,´β , p´sDÑn,20 “´αrs´1sδ0,n ˇˇα,s`1,´β ,0DÑs´1,41,
ηB
ˇˇ
´α, p´s,β , p´sDÐn,21 “ β rs´1srn` ssˇˇ´α, p´s,β , p´sDÑn,43 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s´1,´β ,0DÐn,22 “ rs´1s2 ˇˇα,s´1,´β ,0DÐn´1,40 ,
8The isomorphic targets could of course be identified differently, so as to “split” any given triple, but
this cannot be done for all such triples simultaneously. We did not attempt to “optimize” the possible linear
combinations, in particular because there seems to be no well-defined optimum.
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ηE
ˇˇ
α,s´1,´β ,0DÑn,22 “ rs´2srs´1sˇˇα,s´1,´β ,0DÑn´1,40 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s´1,´β ,0DÐn,22 “ αrn`1´ssˇˇα,s´1,´β ,0DÑn´1,40 ´αrnsˇˇα,s,β ,0DÐn,50 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s´1,´β ,0DÑn,22 “ αrn`1sˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑn,50 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s`1,´β ,0DÐn,23 “ rs´1srssrs`1sˇˇα,s`1,´β ,0DÐn´1,41 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s`1,´β ,0DÑn,23 “ rs´1srss2 ˇˇα,s`1,´β ,0DÑn´1,41,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s`1,´β ,0DÐn,23 “´αrs´1srs´nsˇˇα,s`1,´β ,0DÑn´1,41 ,
ηC
ˇˇ
α,s`1,´β ,0DÐn,23 “ rs´1srssδn,s ˇˇ´α, p´s,´β , p´sDÐ0,42,
ηC
ˇˇ
α,s`1,´β ,0DÑn,23 “´rs´1srssδn,s´1 ˇˇ´α, p´s,´β , p´sDÑ0,42
and from level 3,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÐn,30 “´β rnsˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑn´1,50 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
´α, p´s`1,β , p´s`1DÐn,31 “ αδ0,n ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÐs´1,50,
ηB
ˇˇ
´α, p´s`1,β , p´s`1DÑn,31 “ αδ0,n ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑs´2,50,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÐn,35 “ rs´1srssˇˇα,s,β ,0DÐn´1,50 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÑn,35 “ rs´1s2 ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑn´1,50,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÐn,35 “´αrs´1´nsˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑn´1,50 .
6.3.6. b: Projective cover of Zα,βs,s for 1 ď s ď p´2. For each 1 ď s ď p´2, the pro-
jective module Qα,βs,s (any of the b in Fig. 4.1) is 16p-dimensional and has 16 subquo-
tients. Its graph is shown in Fig. 6.4. with all the previous conventions in force.
The ηA piece of the action of UpXq generators on Qα,βs,s is as follows. On the basis
vectors of the top-level subquotient, we have
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÐn,10 “´rss2rs`1sˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐn´1,30 `2β rss2rs`1sˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐn´1,50 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÑn,10 “´rssrs`1s2 ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑn´1,30 `3β rssrs`1s2ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑn´1,50 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÐn,10 “´αrnsrs`1sˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑn,30 ´αrssrs`1s2δ0,n ˇˇ´α, p´s`1,β ,0DÐp´s,33
´β rssrs´nsˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑn,35 ´αrn`1srssrs`1s2 ˇˇα,s´1,´β ,s´1DÐn´1,40
`αβ rs`1sprns´ rssrs´1´nsqˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑn,50 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÑn,10 “ αrn`1srssrs`1s2ˇˇα,s´1,´β ,s´1DÑn´1,40
´αrssrs`1s2δ0,n
ˇˇ
´α, p´s`1,β ,0DÑp´s´1,33.
On basis vectors of the level-2 modules, the η maps are
ηE
ˇˇ
´α, p´s,β ,0DÐn,20 “ 2β rssδ0,nˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐs´1,50 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
´α, p´s,β ,0DÑn,20 “ 3β rs`1sδ0,n ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑs,50 ,
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FIGURE 6.4. Graph of the projective module Qα ,βs,s for 1 ď s ď p´2.
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ηB
ˇˇ
´α, p´s,β ,0DÐn,20 “ β rnsˇˇ´α, p´s,β ,0DÑn´1,42 `2αβδ0,nˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑs,50 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s´1,´β ,s´1DÐn,22 “ rs´1srssrs`1sˇˇα,s´1,´β ,s´1DÐn´1,40 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s´1,´β ,s´1DÑn,22 “ rss2rs`1sˇˇα,s´1,´β ,s´1DÑn´1,40 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s´1,´β ,s´1DÐn,22 “ αrn`1srs`1sˇˇα,s´1,´β ,s´1DÑn,40 ,
ηC
ˇˇ
α,s´1,´β ,s´1DÑn,22 “ α ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑn`1,50 ,
ηF
ˇˇ
´α, p´s,´β ,0DÐn,21 “´2βδn,p´s´1ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐ0,50 ,
ηF
ˇˇ
´α, p´s,´β ,0DÑn,21 “ 3βδn,p´s´2ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑ0,50,
ηB
ˇˇ
´α, p´s,´β ,0DÐn,21 “´β rnsˇˇ´α, p´s,´β ,0DÑn´1,43 ,
ηC
ˇˇ
´α, p´s,´β ,0DÐn,21 “´rssδn,p´s´1ˇˇα,s`1,´β ,s`1DÐ0,41 ,
ηC
ˇˇ
´α, p´s,´β ,0DÑn,21 “ rssδn,p´s´2ˇˇα,s`1,´β ,s`1DÑ0,41 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s`1,´β ,s`1DÐn,23 “ rs`1s2ˇˇα,s`1,´β ,s`1DÐn´1,41,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s`1,´β ,s`1DÑn,23 “ rs`1srs`2sˇˇα,s`1,´β ,s`1DÑn´1,41 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s`1,´β ,s`1DÐn,23 “ αrnsˇˇα,s`1,´β ,s`1DÑn,41 ´αrn`1srs`1sˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐn´1,50,
´αrs`1sδ0,n
ˇˇ
´α, p´s,´β ,0DÐp´s´1,43,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s`1,´β ,s`1DÑn,23 “ αrn`1srs`1sˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑn´1,50
´αrs`1sδ0,n
ˇˇ
´α, p´s,´β ,0DÑp´s´2,43
and on level-3 vectors,
ηC
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÑn,30 “ ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐn,50 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÐn,35 “ rssrs`1sˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐn´1,50 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÑn,35 “ rs`1s2ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑn´1,50 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÐn,35 “ αrn`1sˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑn,50,
ηC
ˇˇ
´α, p´s`1,β ,0DÐn,33 “ δn,p´s ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐ0,50 ,
ηC
ˇˇ
´α, p´s`1,β ,0DÑn,33 “´δn,p´s´1ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑ0,50 .
6.3.7. f: Projective cover of Zα,β1,0 . We finally describe projective covers of the one-
dimensional representations (f in Fig. 4.1). The projective module Qα,β1,0 has dimen-
sion 24p and is built from 24 simple subquotients. Its rather involved graph is shown
in Fig. 6.5. Maps into linear combinations of isomorphic subquotients, which already
occurred in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, here involve up to four modules.
The η piece of the action of UpXq generators is as follows. The maps from the top are
ηF
ˇˇ
α,1,β ,0DÐ0,10 “ 2αr2sˇˇ´α, p´1,´β , p´1DÐ0,43
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FIGURE 6.5. Graph of the projective module Qα ,β1,0
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ηE
ˇˇ
α,1,β ,0DÐ0,10 “ 2αr2sˇˇ´α, p´1,β , p´1DÐp´2,44 ,
and those from level 2 are
ηE
ˇˇ
α,1,β ,1DÑn,20 “ r2sˇˇα,1,β ,1DÑn´1,41 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,1,β ,1DÐn,20 “ αδ0,n ˇˇ´α, p,β ,0DÐp´1,42 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
α,1,β ,1DÑn,20 “ αδ0,n ˇˇ´α, p,β ,0DÑp´2,42 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
α,2,´β ,0DÐn,25 “ r2sˇˇα,2,´β ,0DÐn´1,45 ,
ηC
ˇˇ
α,2,´β ,0DÐn,25 “ δ1,n ˇˇ´α, p´1,´β , p´1DÐ0,43,
ηC
ˇˇ
α,2,´β ,0DÑn,25 “´δ0,n ˇˇ´α, p´1,´β , p´1DÑ0,43,
ηE
ˇˇ
´α, p,´β ,0DÑn,21 “ 2ˇˇ´α, p,´β ,0DÑn´1,40 ´2ˇˇ´α, p´1,´β , p´1DÐn´1,43 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
´α, p,´β ,0DÐn,21 “ 2αrn`1sˇˇ´α, p,´β ,0DÑn´1,40
´2αrn`1s
ˇˇ
´α, p´1,´β , p´1DÐn´1,43 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
´α, p,´β ,0DÑn,21 “´2αrn`2sˇˇ´α, p´1,´β , p´1DÑn,43 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
´α, p´1,´β , p´1DÐn,23 “ 2ˇˇ´α, p´1,´β , p´1DÐn´1,43 ´2ˇˇ´α, p,´β ,0DÑn´1,40 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
´α, p´1,´β , p´1DÐn,23 “ 2βδ0,nˇˇα,2,´β ,0DÐ1,45 ´2αrnsˇˇ´α, p´1,´β , p´1DÑn,43,
ηB
ˇˇ
´α, p´1,´β , p´1DÑn,23 “ 2βδ0,nˇˇα,2,´β ,0DÑ0,45 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
´α, p,β ,0DÑn,22 “ 2ˇˇ´α, p,β ,0DÑn´1,42 ´2ˇˇ´α, p´1,β , p´1DÐn´1,44 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
´α, p,β ,0DÐn,22 “ 2αrn`1sˇˇ´α, p,β ,0DÑn´1,42
´2αrn`1s
ˇˇ
´α, p´1,β , p´1DÐn´1,44 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
´α, p,β ,0DÑn,22 “´2αrn`2sˇˇ´α, p´1,β , p´1DÑn,44 ,
ηC
ˇˇ
´α, p,β ,0DÐn,22 “´2αβδn, p´ 1ˇˇα,1,β ,1DÐ0,41 ,
ηC
ˇˇ
´α, p,β ,0DÑn,22 “ 2αβδn,p´2ˇˇα,1,β ,1DÑ0,41 ,
ηE
ˇˇ
´α, p´1,β , p´1DÐn,24 “ 2ˇˇ´α, p,β ,0DÑn´1,42 ´2ˇˇ´α, p´1,β , p´1DÐn´1,44 ,
ηB
ˇˇ
´α, p´1,β , p´1DÐn,24 “ 2αrnsˇˇ´α, p´1,β , p´1DÑn,44 .
Together with the cκ,ι specified on the links, this defines a UpXq module, which is then
seen to be maximal and indecomposable.
6.4. Completeness. We have constructed projective covers Qi Ñ Zi for all simple UpXq
modules. That these are all projective modules can also be verified by calculating the sumř
i dimQi ¨dimZi:
(6.6) 4
ˆ
pp´1q4p ¨4ploooooomoooooon
6.3.1
` pp´2q
p´1ÿ
s“1
8p ¨4slooooooooomooooooooon
6.3.2
` p12pq ¨ p2p´1qlooooooomooooooon
6.3.3
` p12pq ¨ p2p´1qlooooooomooooooon
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`
p´1ÿ
s“2
16p ¨ p2s´1qloooooooomoooooooon
6.3.5
`
p´2ÿ
s“1
16p ¨ p2s`1qloooooooomoooooooon
6.3.6
` p24pq ¨1looomooon
6.3.7
˙
“ 64p4 “ dimUpXq
(the overall 4 is for the values taken by α and β ).
6.5. As an immediate corollary of the structure of projective UpXq-modules, we obtain
the minimal polynomials for the Casimir elements in 2.3, simply by finding the eigen-
values on modules from each linkage class and taking the Jordan-cell size into account
(which is 3 for the atypical linkage class, 2 for each of the typical linkage classes, and
1 for each of the Steinberg classes; hence the multiplicities of the minimal-polynomial
roots in 2.3).
As a less trivial (although generally straightforward) corollary, with find the UpXq cen-
ter.
7. THE UpXq CENTER
7.1. Theorem. The algebra UpXq has a p5p2´ p` 4q-dimensional center. The center Z
decomposes into the direct sum
Z“
p2`p´1à
j“1
C ¨ e j ‘
4p2´2p`5à
j“1
C ¨w j
of linear subspaces generated by primitive central idempotents e j and central nilpotents
w j. The block decomposition of the center as an associative algebra is
Z“ Zat‘
pp´1qpp´2qà
j“1
Z jt ‘
4pp´1qà
j“1
Z jst
where Zat corresponds to atypical Z jt to typical and Z
j
st to Steinberg linkage class.
This theorem is an application of the construction of projective UpXq modules. We
calculate the UpXq center as the center of the basic algebra (an approach also taken for
Uqsℓp2q in [46]).
7.2. The basic algebra of UpXq. The basic algebra is the algebra of endomorphisms of
the direct sum of projective modules taken with multiplicity 1 each. Basic algebra genera-
tors can be chosen as primitive idempotents and nilpotents: (i) each primitive idempotent
eQ is the projector on a single projective module Q, and (ii) each nilpotent wQ,n is a mor-
phism QÑ Q1 defined uniquely by the condition that it sends the top subquotient of Q
into an isomorphic subquotient on level two in a projective module Q1, is an isomorphism
of these subquotients, and acts by zero on all projective modules other than Q. Hence,
n “ 1, . . . ,NQ, where NQ is the number of level-2 subquotients in the linkage class that
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are isomorphic to the top subquotient of Q; it is in fact equal to the number of level-2
subquotients in Q.
We describe this in more detail, invoking the structure of various projective modules:
(1) Each of the 4pp´ 1q Steinberg modules (simple projective modules) contributes
only an idempotent to the basic algebra generators. These idempotents are central.
(2) “Typical” projective modules contribute 4pp´ 1qpp´ 2q idempotents (projectors
on each of typical projective modules) and 8pp´ 1qpp´ 2q nilpotents: for each
typical projective module, these are two maps (distinguished by ˘ in front of β )
Q
α,β
s,r Ñ Q
´α,˘β
p´s,p`r´s, r ‰ 0,s
sending the top subquotient into a level-2 subquotient.
(3) For the atypical projective modules, there are 4p2p´1q idempotents. As regards
maps to level two in projective modules, we see from the graphs in Figs. 6.1–6.5
that the relevant number N “ NQ of such maps is as follows for the five species of
atypical projective modules:
(7.1)
Q
α,β
p,0 paq : N “ 3, Q
α,β
p´1,p´1 pmq : N “ 3,
Q
α,β
s,0 p‘q : N “ 4, Q
α,β
s,s pbq : N “ 4, Qα,β1,0 pfq : N “ 6.
There are respectively 4, 4, 4pp´ 2q, 4pp´ 2q, and 4 projective modules of each
species, which gives the total of 4 ¨ 3` 4 ¨ 3` 4pp´ 2q ¨ 4` 4pp´ 2q ¨ 4` 4 ¨6“
32p´16 “atypical” generators Ω j of the basic algebra.
7.3. The dimension of the center. We now list the generators of the center. These are
primitive central idempotents (which are enumerated immediately) and central nilpotents
(finding which requires more work). Their total number (see 7.3.3 below) gives the di-
mension of the center of UpXq.
7.3.1. Central idempotents and nilpotents. Each linkage class (see the list in 5.3)
yields a primitive central idempotent, the projection onto that linkage class. In addition,
the linkage classes except the Steinberg ones yield several central nilpotents each. The
items describing them are listed below in the order of (rapidly) increasing complexity.
(1) Each of the 4pp´1q Steinberg linkage classes produces a single central idempo-
tent eα,βr (r “ 1, . . . , p´1).
(2) Each of the pp´1qpp´2q “typical” linkage classes yields one central idempotent
eαs,r and four central nilpotents w
α,β
s,r pγq, where 1 ď r ă s ď p´ 1 and α,β ,γ “
˘ (note that α , s, and r enumerate a linkage class, while β and γ range over
nilpotents inside a linkage class). These wα,βs,r pγq are the maps
w
α,β
s,r p`q : Q
α,β
s,r Ñ Q
α,β
s,r , r ‰ 0,s
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and
w
α,β
s,r p´q : Q
´α,β
p´s,p`r´s Ñ Q
´α,β
p´s,p`r´s, r ‰ 0,s,
sending the top subquotient to the bottom subquotient in the same projective mod-
ule.
(3) The “atypical” linkage class yields one central idempotent and central nilpotents
that are of two groups: some follow immediately (item a) and the derivation of
others is somewhat more involved (item b).
(a) There are 4p2p´1q central nilpotents wα,βa , a “ 1, . . .2p´1, α,β “˘, one
for each atypical projective module (Qα,βs,0 with 1 ď s ď p and Qα,βs,s with
1 ď s ď p´ 1). Each wα,βa maps the top subquotient into the isomorphic
bottom subquotient in the same projective module (and is zero on all other
projective modules). It then follows that wα,βa wα
1,β 1
a1
“ 0 for all values of the
indices.
(b) In addition, there are central nilpotents wb given by linear combinations of
noncentral idempotents WB defined as follows. Each WB is a map from the
top subquotient in one of the atypical projective modules into an isomorphic
subquotient at level three in the same projective module. We can therefore
write WB “WΩ,m, where Q is a projective module and m labels its level-3
subquotients that are isomorphic to its top subquotient.
The graphs in Figs. 6.1–6.5 readily show that the number M of such sub-
quotients and hence the number of WB yielded by each species of projective
modules is as follows:
Q
α,β
p,0 paq : M “ 4, pQ
α,β
s,0 q2ďsďp´1p‘q : M “ 4 ¨2pp´2q,
Q
α,β
p´1,p´1pmq : M “ 4, pQ
α,β
s,s q1ďsďp´2pbq : M “ 4 ¨2pp´2q,
Q
α,β
1,0 pfq : M “ 4 ¨4
(a factor of 4 in each case is of course due to the four values taken by pα,β q).
This gives a p16p´8q-dimensional space of noncentral “level-3” nilpotents.
Taking their linear combinations
(7.2) w “
ÿ
xΩ,mWΩ,m “
16p´8ÿ
B“1
xBWB,
we require the commutativity with the basic algebra generators. This w
already commutes with all idempotents (which act either as identity or by
zero) and, evidently, with the all “typical” nilpotents. It remains to require
that it commute with the basic algebra generators described in item 3 in 7.2
(page 38):
(7.3) wΩ j´Ω j w “ 0, j “ 1, . . . ,32p´16,
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Solving Eqs. (7.3) for the xΩ,m, we find a p2p` 1q-dimensional subspace of
central “level-3” nilpotents.
7.3.2. Theorem. There are exactly 2p`1 linearly independent solutions wb of Eqs. (7.3).
We prove this in B.4 by deriving the explicit form of the equations and solving them.
7.3.3. As a corollary, we calculate the dimension of the center of UpXq as follows, with
“idem.” and “nilp.” referring to the idempotents and nilpotents described in items 1–3
above:
dimZ “ 4pp´1qlooomooon
idem., item 1
` pp´1qpp´2qlooooooomooooooon
idem., item 2
` 1lomon
idem., item 3
` 4pp´1qpp´2qlooooooomooooooon
nilp., item 2
` 10p´3loomoon
nilp., item 3
“ 5p2´ p`4.
7.3.4. Remark. It follows immediately that the algebra of the wb (solutions of (7.3)) is
wbwc “
ÿ
j,α,β
f α,β , jb,c wα,βj
where all nonzero constants f α,β , jb,c can be chosen equal to 1 by rescaling the wα,βj .
8. CONCLUSIONS
The full structure of projective modules is a powerful tool in studying an associative
algebra. Various consequences of the construction in this paper are to be worked out with
regard to the properties relevant for the LCFT counterpart of our Uqsℓp2|1q. The results
can have a bearing on various facets of LCFT models, in the range from “spin chains,”
potentially allowing physical applications (see [47, 48, 49] and the references therein), to
no less exciting “categorial studies” (see [50, 51, 52] and the references therein). A spin
chain that suggests itself in relation to our Uqsℓp2|1q is the one composed of alternating
“fundamental” ps “ 1,r “ 1q and “antifundamental” ps “ 2,r “ 0q 3-dimensional repre-
sentations. A relevant tool in its study would be Lusztig’s divided-power version of the
algebra. As regards the relation to “continuous” LCFT, it is sensitive to the Hopf algebra
H that defines the corresponding category of Yetter–Drinfeld modules [33]. As we see,
H comes with its universal R-matrix, which also is to play a role in CFT. Of primary
interest is the modular group action on (a subalgebra in) the Uqsℓp2|1q center, which is
also linked to the study of the corresponding LCFT torus amplitudes and their modular
and other properties. Tensor products of Uqsℓp2|1q modules conjecturally correspond to
fusion on the LCFT side.
We thank B. Feigin, A. Gainutdinov, and A. Kiselev for the useful discussions. This
paper was supported in part by the RFBR grant 13-01-00386.
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APPENDIX A.
A.1. Simple Uqsℓp2q modules [27]. The Uqsℓp2q Hopf algebra is defined in Eqs. (2.1).
Its simple modules can be labeled as Xαs , where α “˘ and s“ 1, . . . , p (with dimXαs “ s).
A basis in Xαs is denoted by |α,syn, n “ 0, . . .s´ 1, with |α,sy0 being a highest-weight
vector:
E
ˇˇ
α,s
D
0 “ 0, K
ˇˇ
α,s
D
0 “ αq
s´1ˇˇα,sD0.
The Uqsℓp2q action on all the |α,syn, in a “naturally isomorphic” notation, is given in [27].
A.2. Projective U˚qsℓp2qmodules. The projectiveU˚qsℓp2q-modulePα,βs,r that coversXα,βs,r
has a basis |α,s,β ,rybn, |α,s,β ,ryan with n“ 0, . . . ,s´1 and |α,s,β ,ryxm, |α,s,β ,ryym with
m“ 0, . . . , p´ s´1. The action of Uqsℓp2q in this basis is given in [27], and the action of
k is
k
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDan “ βq´r`nˇˇα,s,β ,rDan, kˇˇα,s,β ,rDbn “ βq´r`nˇˇα,s,β ,rDbn,
k
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDxn “ βqs´r`n´pˇˇα,s,β ,rDxn, kˇˇα,s,β ,rDyn “ βqs´r`nˇˇα,s,β ,rDyn.
A.3. The rest of the UpXq action on simple modules. For completeness, we give the
formulas that fully define the UpXq action on simple modules in 4.2.1 (the action of
fermionic generators on basis vectors was already described there).
For the atypical Zα,βs,0 modules in (4.2), we have
K
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÐn “ αqs´2n´1 ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÐn , kˇˇα,s,β ,0DÐn “ βqn ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÐn ,
F
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÐn “ ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÐn`1, E ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÐn “ αrnsrs´nsˇˇα,s,β ,0DÐn´1,
K
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÑm “ αqs´2m´2 ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑm , kˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑm “´βqm`1ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑm ,
F
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,0DÑm “ ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑm`1, E ˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑm “ αrmsrs´m´1sˇˇα,s,β ,0DÑm´1,
where we set |α,s,β ,0yÐn “ 0 for n ă 0 and n ą s´ 1, and |α,s,β ,0yÑm “ 0 for m ă 0
and m ą s´ 2. For s “ 1, each module Zα,β1,0 with α,β “ ˘ is 1-dimensional. The basis
consists of a single vector |α,1,β ,0yÐ0 such that
K
ˇˇ
α,1,β ,0DÐ0 “ α ˇˇα,1,β ,0DÐ0 , kˇˇα,1,β ,0DÐ0 “ β ˇˇα,1,β ,0DÐ0 ,
with the other generators acting trivially. For convenience in what follows (in the cases
where Zα,β1,0 occur along with higher-dimensional modules), we set |α,1,β ,0yÑm “ 0 for
all m.
For the atypical Zα,βs,s modules in (4.3), we have
K
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÐn “ αqs´2n´1ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐn , kˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐn “ βq´s`nˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐn ,
F
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÐn “ ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐn`1, E ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐn “ αrnsrs´nsˇˇα,s,β ,sDÐn´1,
K
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÑm “ αqs´2mˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑm , kˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑm “´βq´s`mˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑm ,
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F
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,sDÑm “ ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑm`1, E ˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑm “ αrmsrs´m`1sˇˇα,s,β ,sDÑm´1,
where we set |α,s,β ,syÐn “ 0 for nă 0 and ną s´1, and |α,s,β ,syÑm “ 0 for mă 0 and
mą s.
For the typical modules Zα,βs,r in (4.4),
K
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÐj “ αqs´2 j´1ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÐj , kˇˇα,s,β ,rDÐj “ βq´r` j ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÐj ,
F
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÐj “ ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÐj`1, E ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÐj “ αr jsrs´ jsˇˇα,s,β ,rDÐj´1,
K
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÒm “ αqs´2mˇˇα,s,β ,rDÒm, kˇˇα,s,β ,rDÒm “´βq´r`mˇˇα,s,β ,rDÒm,
F
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÒm “ ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÒm`1, E ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÒm “ αrmsrs´m`1sˇˇα,s,β ,rDÒm´1,
K
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÓn “ αqs´2n´2 ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÓn, kˇˇα,s,β ,rDÓn “´βq´r`n`1ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÓn,
F
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÓn “ ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÓn`1, E ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÓn “ αrnsrs´n´1sˇˇα,s,β ,rDÓn´1,
K
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÑj “ αqs´2 j´1ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÑj , kˇˇα,s,β ,rDÑj “ βq´r` j`1ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÑj ,
F
ˇˇ
α,s,β ,rDÑj “ ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÑj`1, E ˇˇα,s,β ,rDÑj “ αr jsrs´ jsˇˇα,s,β ,rDÑj´1,
where we as usual assume that the vectors outside the ranges specified in (4.5) are equal
to zero. If s “ 1, the decomposition degenerates to Zα,β1,r “ X
α,β
1,r ‘X
α,´β
2,r ‘X
α,β
1,r´1, with
a basis |α,1,β ,ryÐ0 ,
`
|α,1,β ,ryÒm˘m“0,1, |α,1,β ,ryÑ0 , and with the UpXq action easily
deducible from the general case above.
For the Steinberg modules Zα,βp,r in (4.6),
K
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,rDÐn “ αq´2n´1ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÐn , kˇˇα, p,β ,rDÐn “ βqn´r ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÐn ,
F
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,rDÐn “ ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÐn`1, E ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÐn “´αrns2ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÐn´1,
K
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,rDÒn “ αq´2nˇˇα, p,β ,rDÒn, kˇˇα, p,β ,rDÒn “´βqn´r ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÒn,
F
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,rDÒn “ ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÒn`1, E ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÒn “´αrnsrn´1sˇˇα, p,β ,rDÒn´1,
K
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,rDÓn “ αq´2n´2ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÓn, kˇˇα, p,β ,rDÓn “´βqn`1´r ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÓn,
F
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,rDÓn “ ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÓn`1, E ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÓn “ α ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÒn
´αrnsrn`1s
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,rDÓn´1,
K
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,rDÑn “ αq´2n´1ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÑn , kˇˇα, p,β ,rDÑn “ βqn`1´r ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÑn ,
F
ˇˇ
α, p,β ,rDÑn “ ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÑn`1, E ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÑn “´αrns2ˇˇα, p,β ,rDÑn´1.
APPENDIX B. PROOFS AND CALCULATION DETAILS
B.1. The universal R-matrix of UpXq. We calculate the universal R-matrix for UpXq by
relating UpXq to the Drinfeld double of Uď (see decomposition (2.4)).
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B.1.1. The generators E and C can be viewed as functionals on the subalgebra Uď such
that
xE, FKik jy :“´ 1
q´ q´1
, xC, BKik jy :“ 1
q´ q´1
,
and all other evaluations of E and C on the PBW basis elements in Uď vanish. We let ˜Uą
temporarily denote the algebra generated by the functionals E and C with the product of
any two functionals β and γ defined standardly as
xβγ, xy “ xβ , x1yxγ, x2y ,
where ∆x “ x1 b x2 is the coproduct on Uď. It then readily follows that the relations
EEC´r2sECE`CEE “ 0 and CC “ 0 hold in ˜Uą. Hence, polynomials in E and C can
be expressed linearly in terms of E i, E i`1C, E iCE, E iCEC, i ě 0. By induction on the
power of the relevant generator, we then find that these tentative PBW basis elements
have the following nonzero evaluations on the PBW basis elements in Uď:
xEn, FnKik jy “ p´1qnpq´q´1q´nq
1
2 npn´1qrns! ,
xEn`1C, FnBFKik jy “ p´1qn`1pq´q´1q´n´2q
1
2 pn`2qpn´1qrn`1s! ,
xEnC, FnBKik jy “ p´1qnpq´q´1q´n´1q
1
2 npn´1qrns! ,
xEnCE, FnBFKik jy “ p´1qn`1pq´q´1q´n´2q
1
2 npn´1q
`
1`qn´1rns
˘
rns! ,
xEnCE, Fn`1BKik jy “ p´1qn`1pq´q´1q´n´2q
1
2 pn`2qpn´1qrn`1s! ,
xEnCEC, FnBFBKik jy “ p´1qn`1pq´q´1q´n´2q
1
2 pn`1qpn´2qrns!
(and all other evaluations vanish). It then follows that E p “ 0 in ˜Uą, and ˜Uą, with its
PBW basis modeled on that in Uą, is isomorphic to Uą as an algebra.
To diagonalize the “nondiagonal” part of the pairing UąbUďÑ C, we define
Xn “ rnsEn´1CE´
`
q2´n`rn´1s
˘
EnC,
Yn “ En´1CE´q´1EnC.
Then
xXn, FnBKik jy “ p´1qn`1
q
1
2 pn´1qpn´2qrns!
pq´ q´1qn
, xXn, Fn´1BFKik jy “ 0,
xYn, FnBKik jy “ 0, xYn, Fn´1BFKik jy “ p´1qn
q
1
2 npn´3qrn´1s!
pq´ q´1qn
.
B.1.2. We next extend ˜Uą by generators L, ℓ P H˚, also functionals on Uď , that we
require to commute with the generators of Uă exactly as K and k do:
FL “ q2LF, BL “ q´1LB,
Fℓ“ q´1ℓF, Bℓ“´ℓB,
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where for a PUď and a functional β , we evaluate the product using the Drinfeld-double
formula
(B.1) aβ “ pa1áβàS´1pa3qqa2
(where ∆a “ a1ba2 is the coproduct on Uď). It then follows that
xL, Kmkny “ qn´2m, xℓ, Kmkny “ p´1qnqm
(with the other evaluations vanishing). Using (B.1), we then establish further “cross-
commutator” relations:
FE´EF “´L´K
´1
q´ q´1
, BC´CB“´ ℓ´ k
´1
q´ q´1
,
as well as FC´CF “ 0 and BE´EB “ 0 (and KL “ LK, etc.).
This essentially (modulo easily reconstructible details) shows that UpXq is the quotient
of the Drinfeld double of Uď by the Hopf ideal generated by the relations L“K and ℓ“ k.
The (inverse) universal R-matrix is then inherited from the Drinfeld double in the form
R´1 “
p´1ÿ
a“0
p´1qa q
´ 12 apa´1qpq´ q´1qa
ras!
´
EabFa´qa´1XabFaB
´qpq´q´1qYa`1bFaBF´qpq´q´1q2EaCECbFaBFB
¯
ρ´1,
where
ρ´1 “ 1
p2pq2
2p´1ÿ
i“0
2p´1ÿ
j“0
2p´1ÿ
m“0
2p´1ÿ
n“0
p´1q jnq2im´in´ jmKik jbKmkn.
From here, the universal R-matrix R “ pS´1b idqR´1 (where S is the antipode of UpXq)
follows in the form R “ ρ ¯R, with ρ in (2.5) and
¯R “
p´1ÿ
a“0
q
1
2 apa´1qpq´ q´1qa
ras!
´
EabFa
´q´1
`
q2´arasEa´1CE´p1`q2´ara´1sqEaC
˘
bFaB
`q´2pq2´1q
`
EaCE´qEa`1C
˘
bFaBF ´q´3pq2´1q2EaCECbFaBFB
¯
,
which can be readily rewritten in the factored form as in (2.6).
B.2. Proof of 2.4.4. The M-matrix (see 2.4.3) can obviously be written as M“ pρ21 ¯R21ρq ¯R,
where we calculate ρ21 ¯R21ρ from the definition of ρ and ¯R:
ρ21 ¯R21ρ “
1
p2pq4
2p´1ÿ
i“0
2p´1ÿ
j“0
2p´1ÿ
m“0
2p´1ÿ
n“0
2p´1ÿ
i1“0
2p´1ÿ
j1“0
2p´1ÿ
m1“0
2p´1ÿ
n1“0
p´1q jn` j
1n1
ˆq´2im` jm`inq´2i
1m1` j1m1`i1n1pKmknbKik jq ¯R21pKi
1k j1bKm1kn1q.
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Here, we next move all K and k factors to the right of ¯R21; after simple changes of sum-
mation variables, i1Ñ i1´m and j1Ñ j1´n, we then see that the summations over m and
n can give a nonzero result only for terms with particular values of i and j, e.g., i“m1´a
and j “ n1 or i “ m1 ´ 1´ a and j “ n1´ 1, etc. (depending on the term taken in the
expression for ¯R21). This reduces the m1 and n1 summations to the form
2p´1ÿ
m1“0
2p´1ÿ
n1“0
qxm
1`yn1K2m
1k2n1 ,
where x and y are integer linear combinations of other summation indices. Next, splitting
the range r0,2p´1s of m1 into r0, p´1sY rp,2p´1s and shifting m1 by p in the second
half of the range, we obtain that the entire sum is proportional to 1`p´1qx, which acts
as a selection rule for the parity of one of the remaining summation indices involved in x.
The same is repeated for the n1 sum, yielding the factor 1`p´1qy and another selection
rule. The result of these straightforward manipulations is
ρ21 ¯R21ρ “
p´1ÿ
a“0
q´
1
2 a´
3
2 a
2
pq´ q´1qa
ras!
ˆ FˆabEa`q2a´1FaBb
`
q2´arasEa´1CE´p1`q2´ara´1sqEaC
˘
pkbk´1q
´q´2a´2pq2´1qFaBF b
`
EaCE´qEa`1C
˘
pKkbK´1k´1q
´q´1pq2´1q2pFaBFBbEaCECqpKk2bK´1k´2q˙
ˆ
1
p2
p´1ÿ
i“0
p´1ÿ
j“0
p´1ÿ
i1“0
p´1ÿ
j1“0
q2i
1 j`2i j1´4ii1
´
K2i`ak2 jbK2i1´ak2 j1
¯
.
This is immediately verified to be equal to ¯Mρ¯ in 2.4.4.
B.3. Coincidence of two Drinfeld maps. Let A be a Hopf algebra and Φ an invertible
normalized two-cocycle, i.e., an invertible element Φ P AbA such that
Φ11F1bΦ21F2bΦ2 “ Φ1bΦ12F1bΦ22F2 and εpΦ1qΦ2 “ Φ1εpΦ2q “ 1,
where Φ “ Φ1bΦ2 “ F1bF2 (and ε is the counit). This standardly defines a new Hopf
algebra structure—the one with the same product and counit, and with the coproduct and
antipode given byr∆pxq “ Φ´1∆pxqΦ, rSpxq “U´1SpxqU @x P A,
where
(B.2) U “ SpΦ1qΦ2.
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We also note that rS2pxq “ ξ´1S2pxqξ , where
(B.3) ξ “ SpU´1qU.
B.3.1. Theorem. Let A be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra and Φ an invertible normalized
2-cocycle. Then diagram (2.9) is commutative, i.e.,rβ p rM1q rM2 “ β pM1qM2
for any β P Ch.
Proof. First, we have a linear space isomorphism ChÑ ĂCh given by β ÞÑ pβàξ q. In-
deed, if β P Ch, which amounts to the condition that β pxyq “ β pS2pyqxq for all x,y P A,
then the functional rβ : x ÞÑ β pξ xq is invariant under the “tilded” coadjoint action, i.e.,rβ pxyq “ rβ prS2pyqxq for all x,y P A.
We next note two simple consequences of the cocycle condition:
ϕ1bΦ1ϕ2bΦ2 “ ϕ1Φ11bϕ 12Φ21bϕ22 Φ2,(B.4)
F1bF2ϕ1bϕ2 “ ϕ 11F1bϕ21 F 12bϕ2F22 ,(B.5)
where Φ´1 “ ϕ1 bϕ2. From (B.4), applying the antipode and multiplying, we find the
identity ϕ1SpΦ1ϕ2qΦ2 “ 1, whence, for U in (B.2), it follows that U´1 “ϕ1Spϕ2q. Hence,
ξ “ SpU´1qU “ S2p f2qSp f1qSpF1qF2, and we calculaterβp rM1q rM2 “ β`ξ ϕ1M1Φ1˘ϕ2M2Φ2
“ β`Sp f1qSpF1qF2ϕ1M1Φ1 f2˘ϕ2M2Φ2
where we next note that SpF1qF2ϕ1bϕ2 “ SpF1qF 12bF22 as a simple consequence of (B.5),
and we can therefore continue
“ β`Sp f1qSpF1qF 12M1Φ1 f2˘F22 M2Φ2
“ β`Sp f1qSpF1qM1F 12Φ1 f2˘M2F22 Φ2
(by the property M∆pxq “ ∆pxqM of the M-matrix), which after directly applying the
cocycle condition becomes
“ β`Sp f1qSpΦ11F1qM1Φ21F2 f2˘M2Φ2
“ β`SpΦ11qM1Φ21˘M2Φ2
“ β`M1Φ21S´1pΦ11q˘M2Φ2.
This is the same as β`M1˘M2.
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B.4. Proof of 7.3.2. We solve Eqs. (7.3). We recall that Ω j are the 32p´ 16 nilpotent
basic algebra generators defined in item 3 in 7.2, and the unknowns xΩ,m (see (7.2)) are
associated with the 16p´ 8 “level-3” nilpotent basic algebra elements WΩ,m defined in
item 3b in 7.3.1.
For a projective module Q“ Qα,βr,s , we let W
Q
α ,β
r,s ,m
be denoted as Wα,βr,s pmq. The corre-
sponding unknowns, accordingly, are then written as xα,βr,s pmq, and we moreover drop the
uninformative “x” and distinguish the variables pertaining to the five species of projective
modules in 6.3.3–6.3.7 by an individual letter each:
(B.6) xα,βr,s pmq “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
ϖα,βp pmq, s “ p, r “ 0 paq,
piα,βp´1pmq, s “ r “ p´1 pmq,
ωα,βs pmq, 2 ď s ď p´1, r “ 0 p‘q,
σ α,βs pmq, 1 ď s “ r ď p´2 pbq,
ζ α,β1 pmq, s “ 1, r “ 0 pfq.
We recall that the argument m labels level-3 subquotients in a given projective module
that are isomorphic to the top subquotient. It is convenient, for uniformity, to let m take
not consecutive values (e.g., from 1 to 4 for the projective module Qα,β1,0 in Fig. 6.5) but
the values that the relevant subquotients are already assigned in the graphs (which are 2,
4, 5, and 7 in Fig. 6.5). The argument in Wα,βr,s pmq is then of course understood in the
same way.
Each Wα,βr,s pmq, as well as each Ω j in (7.3), can be regarded as a linear operator on
the vector space with basis consisting of all simple subquotients of all projective mod-
ules, and is therefore completely determined by the coefficients with which it sends each
subquotient into (linear combinations of) others. By definition, the top subquotient is
mapped (into a level-3 subquotient by each W and a level-2 subquotient by each Ω j) with
the coefficient 1, while all other coefficients are obtained from the graphs in Figs. 6.1–6.5,
simply from the condition that the basic algebra elements be UpXq intertwiners. This is
illustrated in Fig. B.1.
The commutativity in (7.3) then becomes the commutativity condition for the corre-
sponding matrices. We illustrate this with equations involving the six basic algebra gen-
erators Ω
Q
α ,β
1,0 ,n
, 1 ď n ď 6, sending the top one-dimensional subquotient of Qα,β1,0 into
isomorphic level-2 subquotients (see 7.2, item 3). The isomorphic subquotients occur in
the projective modules Q´α,βp,0 , Q´α,´βp,0 , Q´α,βp´1,p´1, Q´α,´βp´1,p´1, Qα,´β2,0 , and Qα,β1,1 ; we select
the first one in this (arbitrary) ordering. Because the corresponding basic algebra genera-
tor Ω
Q
α ,β
1,0 ,1
acts by zero on all projective modules except Qα,β1,0 , commutator equation (7.3)
takes the form
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`
α β
s r
˘
c1 c2
1
´
α 1 β 1
s1 r1
¯
. . . . . .
´
α1 β1
s1 r1
¯
c11{c1
´
α2 β2
s2 r2
¯
c12{c2
`
α β
s r
˘
c12 c
1
1
. . . . . .
´
α2 β2
s2 r2
¯ ´
α1 β1
s1 r1
¯
. . . . . .
FIGURE B.1. Mapping projective modules by an element of the basic algebra.
The top subquotient of the projective module on the left is sent into an isomorphic
level-2 subquotient in the projective module on the right. Isomorphic descendants
are then mapped into one another with the coefficients given by ratios of the
weights associated with edges of the graphs. Those children of
`
α β
s r
˘
on the left
that have no isomorphic subquotients among the children of
`
α β
s r
˘
on the right are
mapped to zero. The procedure continues similarly to the lower-lying levels.
(B.7) Ω
Q
α ,β
1,0 ,1
ζ´ α,β1 p2qWα,β1,0 p2q`ζ α,β1 p4qWα,β1,0 p4q`ζ α,β1 p5qWα,β1,0 p5q`
`ζ α,β1 p7qWα,β1,0 p7q¯ ´ϖ´α,βp p0qW´α,βp,0 p0qΩQα ,β1,0 ,1 “ 0.
This equation for the unknowns ζ α,β1 p2q, ζ α,β1 p4q, ζ α,β1 p5q, ζ α,β1 p7q, and ϖ´α,βp p0q is
still an “operator” equation in the sense that it is written in terms of maps. A “scalar”
equation follows by applying (B.7) to the top subquotient of Qα,β1,0 . Simple analysis as in
Fig. B.1 readily shows that, with Ω
Q
α ,β
1,0 ,1
sending the top subquotient of Qα,β1,0 as
´
α β
1 0 1¯0
Ñ´
α β
1 0 2¯0
, some other relevant subquotients of Qα,β1,0 are mapped by ΩQα ,β1,0 ,1 as´
α β
1 0 3¯2
Ñ´
1
2
´
α β
1 0 4¯0
,
´
α β
1 0 3¯4
Ñ
1
2
´
α β
1 0 4¯0
,
´
α β
1 0 3¯5
Ñ 0,
´
α β
1 0 3¯7
Ñ 0.
Also, W´α,βp,0 p0q maps as ´
α β
1 0 2¯0
Ñ α
´
α β
1 0 4¯0
.
This gives the equation
αϖ´α,βp p0q`
ζ α ,β1 p4q
2 ´
ζ α ,β1 p2q
2 “ 0.
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The full list of equations that follow from commuting with Ω
Q
α ,`
1,0 ,n
is
αϖ´α,`p p0q`
ζ α ,`1 p4q
2 ´
ζ α ,`1 p2q
2 “ 0, αϖ
´α,´
p p0q´
ζ α ,`1 p4q
2 ´
ζ α ,`1 p2q
2 “ 0,
pi´α,`p´1 p1q´
ζ α ,`1 p4q
2 `
ζ α ,`1 p5q
2 “ 0, pi
´α,´
p´1 p1q`
ζ α ,`1 p4q
2 `
ζ α ,`1 p5q
2 “ 0,
´
ωα ,´2 p0q
r2s3
´
1
2ζ
α,`
1 p7q´α
ωα ,´2 p5q
r2s4
“ 0,
σ α,`1 p0q´
α
2 r2sζ
α,`
1 p2q`
1
2 r2sζ
α,`
1 p5q`
1
2r2sζ
α,`
1 p7q “ 0
(note the four α occurring as coefficients).
Similarly, the 4pp´ 2q equations that follow from commuting with Ω
Q
`,`
s,s ,n
, 1 ď s ď
p´2, are as follows:
σ`,`1 p0q
r2s `
ζ`,`1 p2q
2 `
ζ`,`1 p5q
2 `
ζ`,`1 p7q
2 “ 0,
σ`,`s p5q`
ω´,´p´s p5q
rss2
“ 0, 1 ď s ď p´2,
σ`,`s p5q´
ω´,`p´s p5q
rss2
“ 0, 1 ď s ď p´2,
σ`,`s`1 p0q
rs`2s ´
σ`,´s p0q
rss
`
σ`,´s p5q
rss2
“ 0, 1 ď s ď p´3,
´
σ`,´s`1 p0q
rs`2s `
σ`,`s p0q
rss
`
σ`,`s p5q
rss2
“ 0, 1 ď s ď p´3,
σ`,`p´2 p0q
r2s `
σ`,`p´2 p5q
r2s2
`pi`,´p´1 p1q “ 0
(the projective modules with a level-2 subquotient isomorphic to Z`,`s,s (the top subquo-
tient of Q`,`s,s ) are Q´,´p´1,0, Q`,`1,0 , Q´,`p´1,0, and Q`,´2,2 for s“ 1 and Q´,´p´s,0, Q´,`p´s,0, Q`,´s´1,s´1,
and Q`,´s`1,s`1 for 2 ď s ď p´2).
It is impossible to write the entire system of equations here because of its length. Most
of the equations have two or three terms, but the system consists of numerous “blocks”
in accordance with the parameterization Ω
Q
α ,β
r,s ,n
of basic algebra generators. Part of the
system can be written “uniformly,” with the equations labeled by s and having the same
functional form for any s. But there are also “boundary effects”: the two length-pp´ 2q
series of projective modules (b and‘) are followed at the end by modules of a somewhat
reduced structure (m and a), and are also “joined” by the f projective module with an
“enhanced” structure. Both these effects are well seen in the above formulas (ζ1 in the
first and pip´1 in the last equation).
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But it is possible to give the full solution of the system, which can be written relatively
compactly. The comparative complexity or simplicity of the explicit solution—and in-
deed of the procedure of solving—depends rather strongly on the choice of free variables
in terms of which the others are to be expressed. In choosing the free variables, we were
guided by the desire to avoid final formulas with the number of terms growing with p; this
turned out to be possible, and was actually a factor underlying the success in solving the
system explicitly. Numerous variations of our choice are of course possible. A drawback
of the specific choice that we make is that the formulas become slightly sensitive to the
parity of p; we therefore write the solution explicitly only for odd p. Specifically, the
2p`1 free variables are chosen as
ζ`,`1 p2q, ζ`,`1 p4q, ζ´,´1 p4q, ζ`,`1 p5q, ω´,´2 p0q,
ω`,´2i`1p0q, i “ 1, . . . ,
p´1
2 ´1, ω
`,`
2i p0q, i “ 1, . . . ,
p´1
2 ,
σ`,´2i´1p0q, i “ 1, . . . ,
p´1
2 ´1, σ
`,`
2i p0q, i “ 1, . . . ,
p´1
2 ´1,
pi`,`p´1 p1q.
The other 14p´ 9 variables are expressed in terms of these as follows. First, there
are 22 lower-s relations, occurring because of the special structure of the Qα,β1,0 projective
module:
ζ´,`1 p4q “ ´ζ´,´1 p4q,
ζ`,´1 p4q “ ´ζ`,`1 p4q,
ζ´,β1 p2q “ ζ´,´1 p4q´
2ω`,`p´1 p0q
r2s ,
ζ`,´1 p2q “ ζ`,`1 p2q,
ζ´,β1 p5q “ ´ζ´,´1 p4q´2pi`,`p´1p1q,
ζ`,´1 p5q “ ζ`,`1 p5q,
ζ`,`1 p7q “ ´ζ`,`1 p2q´ζ`,`1 p5q´ 2σ
`,´
1 p0q
r2s `2ζ
´,´
1 p4q,
ζ`,´1 p7q “ ´ζ`,`1 p2q´ζ`,`1 p5q´ 2σ
`,´
1 p0q
r2s ,
ζ´,β1 p7q “ ´βζ`,`1 p4q`ζ`,`1 p2q`2pi`,`p´1p1q` 2σ
`,´
1 p0q
r2s ,
σ´,β1 p0q “
β
2 r2sζ
`,`
1 p4q´
1
2 r2sζ
`,`
1 p2q`ω
`,`
p´1 p0q´σ
`,´
1 p0q,
ω´,β2 p5q “
β
2 r2s
4ζ`,`1 p4q´ β2 r2s4ζ
`,`
1 p2q´β r2s4pi`,`p´1 p1q
´β r2s3σ`,´1 p0q´β r2sω´,´2 p0q,
ω`,β2 p5q “ ´
β
2 r2s
4ζ`,`1 p2q´ β2 r2s4ζ
`,`
1 p5q´β r2s3σ`,´1 p0q`β r2sω`,`2 p0q,
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ω´,`2 p0q “ ω
´,´
2 p0q´ r2s
3ζ`,`1 p4q,
ω´,´3 p0q “ ´
1
2r2sr3s
3ζ`,`1 p4q´ 12 r2sr3s3ζ
`,`
1 p2q´ r3s
3σ`,´1 p0q` r3s
2σ`,`p´3 p0q,
ω´,β3 p5q “ ´
β
2 r2sr3s
4ζ`,`1 p4q` β2 r2sr3s4ζ
`,`
1 p2q`β r3s4σ`,´1 p0q
´β r3s3σ`,`p´3 p0q`β r3s
4ω´,´2 p0q
r2s2
.
Here and hereafter, β “˘. Next, there are 14pp´1q´31 “serial” relations for “generic”
values of s, which in our solution are split into even and odd ones:
ω`,β2i p5q “ β r2isω`,`2i p0q´β
r2is4ω`,´2i´1p0q
r2i´2sr2i´1s2
, 2 ď i ď p´12 ,
ω`,β2i`1p5q “ β r2i`1sω`,´2i`1p0q´β r2i`1s
4ω`,`2i p0q
r2i´1sr2is2
, 1 ď i ď p´12 ´1,
ω´,β2i p5q “ ´β r2is3σ`,´p´2ip0q`β
r2is4σ`,`p`1´2ip0q
r2i´2s , 2 ď i ď
p´1
2 ,
ω´,β2i`1p5q “ ´β r2i`1s3σ`,`p´1´2ip0q`β
r2i`1s4σ`,´p´2ip0q
r2i´1s , 2 ď i ď
p´1
2 ´1,
ω`,´2i p0q “ ω
`,`
2i p0q´ r2i´1sr2is
3ζ´,´1 p4q, 1 ď i ď p´12 ,
ω`,`2i`1p0q “ ω
`,´
2i`1p0q´ r2isr2i`1s
3ζ´,´1 p4q, 1 ď i ď p´12 ´1,
ω´,β2i p0q “ ´
β
2 r2i´1sr2is
3ζ`,`1 p4q´ 12r2i´1sr2is3ζ
`,`
1 p2q
´
r2i´1sr2is3σ`,´1 p0q
r2s `r2is
2σ`,´p´2ip0q, 2 ď i ď
p´1
2 ,
ω´,β2i`1p0q “
β
2 r2isr2i`1s
3ζ`,`1 p4q´ 12r2isr2i`1s3ζ
`,`
1 p2q
´
r2isr2i`1s3σ`,´1 p0q
r2s `r2i`1s
2σ`,`p´1´2ip0q, 1 ď i ď
p´1
2 ´1,
σ´,β2i p0q “ ´
β
2 r2isr2i`1sζ
`,`
1 p4q´
1
2 r2isr2i`1sζ
`,`
1 p2q
`
ω`,´p´2ip0q
r2is2
´
r2isr2i`1sσ`,´1 p0q
r2s , 1 ď i ď
p´1
2 ´1,
σ´,β2i`1p0q “
β
2 r2i`1sr2i`2sζ
`,`
1 p4q´
1
2r2i`1sr2i`2sζ
`,`
1 p2q
`
ω`,`p´1´2ip0q
r2i`1s2
´
r2i`1sr2i`2sσ`,´1 p0q
r2s , 1 ď i ď
p´1
2 ´1,
σ`,´2i p0q “ σ
`,`
2i p0q´ r2isr2i`1sζ´,´1 p4q, 1 ď i ď p´12 ´1,
σ`,`2i`1p0q “ σ
`,´
2i`1p0q´ r2i`1sr2i`2sζ´,´1 p4q, 0 ď i ď p´12 ´2,
σ´,β2i p5q “ β
ω`,´p´2ip0q
r2is ´β
r2is2ω`,`p´1´2ip0q
r2i`1s2r2i`2s
, 1 ď i ď p´12 ´1,
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σ´,β2i`1p5q “ β
ω`,`p´1´2ip0q
r2i`1s ´β
r2i`1s2ω`,´p´2´2ip0q
r2i`2s2r2i`3s
, 0 ď i ď p´12 ´2.
σ`,β2i p5q “ β
r2is2σ`,´2i`1p0q
r2i`2s ´β r2isσ
`,`
2i p0q, 1 ď i ď
p´1
2 ´2,
σ`,β2i`1p5q “ β
r2i`1s2σ`,`2i`2p0q
r2i`3s ´β r2i`1sσ
`,´
2i`1p0q, 0 ď i ď
p´1
2 ´2,
And finally, the 14 high-s relations, whose form is largely determined by the somewhat
special structure of Qα,βp,0 and Q
α,β
p´1,p´1, are
σ`,`p´3 p5q “ ´
1
2r2sr3s
2ζ`,`1 p4q` 12 r2sr3s2ζ
`,`
1 p2q`
r3s2ω´,´2 p0q
r2s2
`r3s2σ`,´1 p0q´ r3sσ
`,`
p´3 p0q,
σ`,βp´2p5q “
β
2 r2s
2ζ`,`1 p4q´ β2 r2s2ζ
`,`
1 p2q´β r2s2pi`,`p´1 p1q
´β r2sσ`,´1 p0q´β ω
´,´
2 p0q
r2s ,
σ´,βp´2p5q “ ´
β
2 r2s
2ζ`,`1 p2q´ β2 r2s2ζ
`,`
1 p5q´β r2sσ`,´1 p0q`β ω
`,`
2 p0q
r2s ,
σ`,`p´2 p0q “ ´
1
2r2sζ
`,`
1 p4q`
1
2r2sζ
`,`
1 p2q`
ω´,´2 p0q
r2s2
`σ`,´1 p0q´ r2sζ´,´1 p4q,
σ`,´p´2 p0q “ ´
1
2r2sζ
`,`
1 p4q`
1
2r2sζ
`,`
1 p2q`
ω´,´2 p0q
r2s2
`σ`,´1 p0q,
pi
´,β
p´1p1q “
β
2 ζ
`,`
1 p4q´
1
2ζ
`,`
1 p5q,
pi`,´p´1 p1q “ ζ´,´1 p4q`pi`,`p´1p1q,
ϖ`,`p p0q “
ω`,`p´1 p0q
r2s ´ζ
´,´
1 p4q,
ϖ`,´p p0q “
ω`,`p´1 p0q
r2s
ϖ´,βp p0q “
1
2ζ
`,`
1 p2q´
β
2 ζ
`,`
1 p4q.
This completes the list of formulas expressing 14p´9 variables in terms of 2p`1 inde-
pendent variables and thus solving linear system (7.3).
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